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Final Result Depends Upon
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TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

TEUTONS STRENGTHENED BY THE

Another day has gone and neither one side nor the other, Germany nor the allies, lays claim to any decisive outcome in the battle of the Aisne, where the supreme conflict of the war, up to the
present time, haa long been raging.
The engagement seems to be partaking of the nature of a
Both sides continue to hold most of their strongly ensiege.
trenched positions. The German lines, for 100 miles, are indicated
as virtually a continuation of forts and heavy entrenchments.
The artillery fire goes on daay and night and under its cover
are sorties of infantry. Counter attack follows attack, and occasionally one side or the other gains ground.
It would appear today that nothing but a successful flanking
movement could have any serious effect on either atniy. But
neither front has bten broken and neithed side has been outflank-

ARRIVAL OF FRESH FORCES FROM

THE REAR TO ASSIST VON KLUCK

French and English Lines Will Bolstered up
by Regiments on Way to Scene.

t

OF MORE THREE BRITISH CRUISERS ARE

SUNK BY GERMAN TORPEDOES IN
NORTH SEAfHEAVY LOSS OF LIFE

WASHINGTON OFFICIALS NOT SO
SURE PEACE WILL CONTINUE
LONG

THE GENERALS

Sister Ships are Struck When They go to
Aid of First Vessel to be Stricken.

ARE JEALOUS

VILLA
AND
CARRANZA
WILL
STRIVE TO OUTDO EACH OTHER, IT IS THOUGHT

DETAILS OF THE

ENCOUNTER

ARE

NOT GIVEN

ed.

MANY

ARE

PRISONERS

REPORTED

It is the territory between the line of battle and the city of
Paris that has suffered most heavily. The Germans are said to
'
i
be most anxious to recapture this position.
The French official announcement at Paris today says that incessant German attacks delivered yesterday (September 21) have
been unsuccessful and that the Germans have hern compelled to
retire at more than one point. The French took many prisoners.
The latest official communication from Berlin, issued Mouday
Cran-non- e
night, salys the Germans have captured the hill positions at
and occupy the village of Betheny, three milts north of
Rheims. This announcement described the Germans also as attacking the Btrong forts south of yerduu.
The military expert of the London Times gives positions' to the
French forces on the left which, if correct, are remarkable advances along the flank of the German right wing. The French
line had not been previously reported north of Noyon. but the
Times places it at Lecatlat, 30 males north of Noyon; Kosiel, nine
miles west of Leeatelet, and Lasslgny, eight miles due west of
These locations have not been confirmed from any
Noyon.
French war office having contented itself with saying
the
source,
that the French left wing was advancing along the fight bank of
t;:
the River Oisej,
Dispatches from Serivan sources lay claim to further victories
over Austrian forces along the River Drina.
nrtvic.M the Atistrians have Wen driven across
Austrian side with heavy losses.

CAPTURED

BrilKaiser's Forces Said to Have Lost Heavily in This Manner
liant Advance is Made by the French Eorces in Endeavoring
Berlin Asserts
to Accomplish an Enveloping Movement

News is Encouraging.
that the attack against the French and

At the Battle Front, Sept. 22
Paris).). Not a moment's
(via
to
respite was given last night

English army makes progress. Rheims
lies in the French battle line and we
regret being forced io answer their
fire. The city suffers, but orders have
been given to spare the 'cathedral.
"In middle Alsace the French attacks have been repulsed.
"The subscription to the German
war loan up to the present time reach
es 4,200,000 marks."

German forces entrenched
front running
ajlong the
Oise
along the Rivers Aisne and
Woever
the
into
and extending
district. The batteries of the
alied forces never entirely ceased
acfiring all night, although their
after
somewhat
tivity diminished

the

e

'

sundown,
22.

The following

of-

Paris, Sept
ficial announcement was made la
Paris today:
the
"Along the entire front, from
Germans
OiBe to the Woevere, the
manifested yesterday, September 21,
a certain activity without, however,
obtaining appreciable results.
on the
"First, oa our left wing,
the
Oise,
River
right bank of the
back
fall
to
were
obliged
.Germans
Between
before the French attacks
situation
the
Aisne
the
the Oise and
rnmalna unchanged. The enemy has
not delivered any serious attack, contenting himself yesterday, Monday
cannonadevening, with a continued
ing.
i,,
"Second, on,,, the center, between
the enemy "at
Souain,
Rheims and
movement
offensive
an
tempted
between
while
which was repulsed,
ha-vwe
Areonne
nnd
th
.....
..rv.
ai.ai,,
made some progress.
notweon the Areonne and the
River Meuse there haa been
,

,

French Sortie Repulsed
Berlin, Sept. 22, (by wireless to Sayannouncement,
The
given
vllle, L. I.)
at official headquarters under date of
September 21 relates that in the fighting around Rheims the Germans have
occupied the heights of Caronne and
that in view of the French city, which

GERMANS ACCUSED

Von Kluck is in Danger
London, Sept. 22. All eyes are now'
fixed on .the western section of the

hattleline in France, where the
allied army is expected to descend on
"
hip rserman right, which 'already is
bending backwards under persisten
pressure to the northward of the Riv' ''
er Aisne. If these German positions
change.
"In the Woevere district the enemy are once carried, strategists here bemade a violent efiort; he attacked lieve the whole German front will be
the heights of the Meuse along the- in danger.
Meanwhile, however a "perceptible
frnnt. hetween the Sauvauz, Vigneuilles and Hendcourt without, how- progress" is all the lisht of the official
Aver. Bucceedina; in saining a position chronicler permits himself to throw
on these heights. On our right wing, on the great siege of the fortified poin Lorraine, the enemy has again sitions which has now lasted ten days.
German reinforcements, according to
passed the frontier, using in this op
eration a number of strong columns. Berlin reports, have beaten their op
Donestre, to the south of Blamont, ponents in the race to the fighting
zone and the result is seen In the raby the enemy.
has been
20
pid series of Hussar strokes which
"During the days pf September
auGeneral Von Kluck has been able to
and September 21 we captured 20
tomobiles, used in moving provisions, deliver in an effort to stem the al
to lied enveloping movement aroujwJ St.
together with all the men attached
them. We also captured numerous Quentin.
to the
Ten days of the most furiously conprisoners belonging principally
Nine- tested
Seventieth,
Fortieth, Sixtieth,
struggle known In modern his
tieth, One Hundred Fifth, One Hun- tory has left both armies in such a
dred Fortieth and One Hundred Six position that neither can claim a detieth Herman reeiments, to the Ba finite advantage over the other, and
varian landwehr and to the reserve the result must depend largely on
what reinforcements the opposing
corps.
commanders are able to control.
"Concerning the Russians in
The rear guards of the Austrian
The third great battle "between the
armies have been pursued by the Rus Russians and Austrlans In Galicla,
sians and have suffered considerable starting with a bombsVdment
of
losses. Russian, troops haite come in Przemysl, in which 2,000.000 men are
contact with the Austrian garrison to' be engaged is expected to be In full
near Przemsyl."
swing within a few hours, when the
Germans Claim Success
whole line along the new, positions ocWashington, Sept. 22. The German cupied by the Austrlans hetween
embassy today received the following Przemysl and Cracow will be Involved.
vireless from Berlin:
(Continued on page Four)
"Headquarters reports September 21
e

-

CATHEDRAL AT RREIfilS
ONLY SLIGHTLY HURT

FIRING ON HOSPITAL

FRENCH
Is declared as on fire, they occupied

the village of Bethenia. The Germans
have attacked the line of forts to the
south of Verdun and they crossed vic
toriously the eastern frontier of Lorraine, which was defended by eight
French army corps. A French sortie
from a point northeast of Verdun was
repulsed.

OF

NURSE

SAYS THEY
SHOT DOWN

RED CROSS

ASSERT NO DAMAGE
OCCURRED BUT
HAVE
WOULD
FOR THE FRENCH

GERMANS

FLAG

Bordeeaux, Sept. 22 Madame Pauls,
the French Women's Ambulance corps, has reported to the government from Etain, In the depart
ment of Meuse describing the honih
bardment of a hospital at that place
24.
by the Germans on August
ar
the
from
German;
shot
,The first
brought
Pauls
said,
Madalme
tillery,
down the Red Cross flag on the roof
and a fragment of this shell shattered
a basin, beside a table on which Dr.
on a se- Proux of Paris was operating
..
rious case. The doctor men muveuj
into another wing of the building in
which there were 500 German sol
diers. The shells began to fall faster
and finally this section oC the hos
The
pital had to. be abandoned.
12
to
Verdun,
moved
were
wounded
miles . away.

heald of

OLD FIGHT ENDED
Ferio, 111., Sept. 22. At today's
session of the annual meeting of the
International Association of Bridge
and Structural Iron Workers, seating
of two delegates from the Brooklyn
lecal, which has been denied representation in the convention for some
time, was the principal business. For
years there has been a conflict In the
Brooklyn local, rival factions striving
for recognition by the international
In fabody. The executive tody ruled
vor of Delegates Slattery and Hen-nerepresenting the "progressive"
faction, and the convention today rati
fied the board's decision.
SOCIALISTS OPPOSE WAR
Rome, Sept 22, (via Paris) The
extreme wing of tne socialist panj
baa passed a resolution setting forth
its opposition to war and urging the
necessity of Italy's maintaining neutrality. Continuing, the resolution reaffirms the principles of Internationalism and expresses admiration of those
vho fought to make neutrality

Amsterdam, Sept. 22 )(vti London).
According to German papers receiv
ed here the cathedral of Rheims suf
fered but slightly during the recent
German bombardment These papers
aver that no damage at all would have
been done to the cathedral if the
French troops had stayed away from
it.

..

IS

London Reports the Teutons' Success was Brilliantly Executed
Sunken Warships are the Cressy, ihe Aboukir and the Uogue,
Each of Which Carried a Crew of Over
d
Seven-Hundre-

Men.

Washingon, Sept. 22. Although yes
terday's official reports 'Indicated that
friction between Generals Obregon
and Villa was insignificant, there was
a pessimistic tone in advices from Mex
Son-or- a
ico today. The local troubles-ihave given rise to the fear among
come observers that Villa may attempt to quell the disturbances there
independent of Carranza's efforts.
Nothing of a definite nature has yet
reached officials on which a Judgment
of the trend of future events can be
bated. Everything seems to depend,
they believe, on the outcome of the
national congresg on October 1, as It
already is realized that, a contest will
en&ue between the Carranza and villa
factions for political control of the
assembly.
It is doubtful whether the administrative questions which must he adjusted at Vera Cruz before the American troops can withdraw will be settled until early in October, by which
time it is believed General Carranza
will have retired as first chief in favor of Fernando Iglesias Calderon,
who would be designated provisional
president.
The state department today asked
the Carranza government to guarantee the safety of the priests and nuns
gaihered at Vera Cruz seeking a
means to leave the. country.
Thirty-twof the priests desire to
go to Havana, but the wishes of the
other religious refugees have not been
determined.
;

,

Bernstorff Denies Germans Did It
(New; York, Sept. 22. Count von
Bernstorff, German ambassador to
the United States, asserted today it
was "preposterous to suppose that the
destruction of the cathedral at Rheims
was premeditalted.
"It would feem from certain pub
lished reports," Count von Bernstorff
continued, "that the destruction of
this grand old edifice was the result
of malice. This is ridiculous. I am
positive that the attack on the cathedral at Rheims was not wilful.
However, I believe this is ai case of
For my part, I feel
much more for the thousands of men
who have sacrificed their lives, al
though I regret as much as many
the destruction of such a beautiful
work of art,"
TEDDY

SAFETY

PROVISIONAL
GOVERNMENT
ASKED TO CARE FOR REFUGEES INI VERA CRUZ

hyper-sympath-

I

GUARANTEE

WILL

STILL TALKS

Kansas City, Sept 22. Colonel
Roosevelt left here today for Lincoln,
Neb., where he will speak tonight In
the interest of the progressive partyi
He will speak in Des Moines, Iowa,
tomorrow night
RELIEVES SISTER SHIP
Washington. S'ept. 22. Secretary
Daniels announced todap that the bat
tleship Texas had been ordered from
New York to Vera Cruz, Mexico, to
relieve oe of the vessels, stationed
there, presumably the Arkansasy The
secretary said also that the Texas
would visit Galveston within a few
we'fks to receive a silver service
s
from the state.

London, Sept. 22. The British warGermany Driven from Pacific
Ixmdon, Sept. 22. The destruction
ships Aboukir, Hogue and Cressy have
teen sunk in the North Sea by sub- of the wireless station on the Island
marines, according to an announce- of Nauru, removing the last German
ment by the official bureau this after- str.tionary wireless apparatus ln the
noon. Continuing the announcement I'arific, is reported today from Sydney,
says that a considerable number of N. S. W. The BritlEh flag now flies
these vessels were saved by H, M. S. over the island, though the German
Lowestoft and by a division of torpedo governor and his staff have been al
boat destroyers. Trawlers and their lowed to remain. .
beats also aided In the work of rescue.
Scattered fighting has taken placf
The Aboukir was torpedoed first. at Rabaul, on Neupommern Island
The Hogue and the Cressy drew In the Blsmark archipelago. The nativ- i
close her and were standing by to under German leadership proved ver
save her crew when they also were troublesome, but the Australian lan
torpedoed.
ing party took to cover cleverly ar '
The Cressy, Captain Robert W. John- suffered no losses, and after a ski
son; the Aboukir, Captain John E. mish, Rabaul practically surrendered
Doctor Pock el, a member of the
Drummond, and the Hogue, Captain
Australian
Red Cross detachment, was
were
sister
ships.
Wllmot S. Nicholson,
com- - shot by a German officer after he had
a
of
cruisers
armored
were
They
coat with the Red Cross
aratlvely obsolete type. The list of removed his
to cover a woundon
sleeve
the
band
will
crews
the
casualties
the
among
be published as soon as they are ed man.
known.
Wireless Plant on Coast
The warships Aboukir, Hogue and
same
the
of
type.
cruisers
are
Cressy
Washington, Sept. 22. On complaint
Their tonnage, armjament, etc., aro of the British embassy, the department
Identical. These vessels had a ais- - of agriculture has begun a search for
were 440
placement; or I2.00r Ions,
'a mysterious wireless plant supposed
feet long,, 69.3 feet wide and drew 26
be operatlng ln the mountalus oa
feet of water. Each one naa a com the Pacific coast Information furnish
ploment of 755 men, including officers ed to the department Is vague, but
and crew.
spparently the plan? fs busily engage
These three cruisers had armaments in sending messages uncensored by,
6- coiisisttnjr of two 9.2 Inch guns, 12
the federal government. Forest rang- 5 3- and
12
Impounders
guns;
are un. ers who patrol tne mountains
poinders. , The Aboukir and tne tres-- derstood to have received orders to
sy were built at Govan In 1900 and the look for the wireless outfit
Hogue was built at Barrow in the same
i
FILIBUSTERERS WIN
year.
Denied
Is
Report
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 22. The report
silence of the British author
The
AFTER HARD FIGHT
ities regarding naval operations in that a wireless plant was ln operation
the North Sea was suddenly broken somewhere in the Puget Sound countHa nftpmoon bv announcement of a try and which was communicating
in
NEW RIVERS AND HARBORS MEA disaster to the British navy, which, with the cruiser Le!pzig,"originated
when
SURE IS REPORTED OUT TO
according to officials, has suffered the Lritish Columbia a month ago,
loss of three armored cruisers, sunk a rumor also was current that the
THE SENATE
cruiser planned a descent upon rnnce
by German submarines.
B. C. It was reported further
stroke
brilliant
this
.Rupert,
of
victims
The
22.
The
Washington, Sept
victory
steamers
were
leaving Seattle with
fleet
the
German
of
of the senate filibusterers against ths on the part
jthat
river and harbor bill bore fruit today the Cressy, the Aboukir and the j coal were planning a delivery to- the
when the commerce committee formal Hbtfue, sister ships. The loss of life Leipzig at sea invesugauon dj- uninaval officers proved that
ly reported a new measure providing among the crews of these three vessels ted States
to be spent by the army probably will be heavy, although a con- - the coal was for a legitimate destlna$20,000,000
no
was
and
wireless
there
that
were
men
of
number
si.ierable
picked jtion
engineers. No prolonged discussion
was expected in the senate, but how un bv the cruiser Lowestoft, a divi plant convoying unlawful messages.
Afterward it wag learned by the
the house would receive the reduction sion of torpedo boat destroyers and
authorities that the Leipzig.
British
some
trawlers.
of nearly $35,000,000 could not be
after coming north as far as Cape Men- scene
of
nor
the
time
Neither
the
predicted.
the disasters was given in the official . doclno had altered her course ant
had never entered the north Pacific'
report.
MISSING NECKLACE FOUND
o

.

.

N. C, Sept. 22 Mrs,
Flagler today recovered the
THEY WANT PEACE
A BRAVE LAD
$50,000 pearl and diamond pendant
An
undersized
22.
Chicago, Sejt 22. That the United
Pordeaux, Sept
for which the police have been search
Jese-gStates
would aid in bringing about
15 years named Jacques
Ing. The officers refused to say where hoy of
the
a
independence of their native land
arrived at Bordeaux today with
tt was found, and no arrests were
at
the
end of the great war was tha
soldiers.
wounded
French
of
maae. "
convoy
He attached himself to a French in- hepe expressed In a telegram sent toWILL LEASE COAL
fantry regiment at Aimes and kept day by the convention of Lithunians
with it through many battlees, making here to President Wilson. The mesa-air- e
22.
The
admin
Washington, Sept
also expressed a desire for a
istration hill providing for the leasing himself useful In helping the wounded
world-wid- e
movement for general
riderless
and
horses, j
ln catching
of public coal lands in Alaska was
Resolutions
in accordance with
peace.
The
shell.
and
shot
of
storm
a
amidst
to
senate
be
taken up today by the
him- - their aims were adopted, a
distinguished
to
particularly
It
Its
youth
passage.
provides
pressed
-- 1
t
In the battle of the Marne, where ( tee to raise funds for
machinery for leasing Alaskan coal
lands by competitive bidding. Th he saved the lives of several wound- cempatriots appointed and adjourn-c- i
went, taken.
troopers.
house also is working on the bill.
Asheville,

Henry

M.

el

j

war-afriie'-
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OAKS IN POWIS CASTLE PARK
La WuLoedingStot

Two Largest Are Said to Contain
More Timber Than Any Other
Oak Trees Growing.

&.&ttsenuxm6 Son
IsUUuWL
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These Wooltcx Redlngote suits
to
many

Every day since these
handsome new garments have been shown,
women have expressed

exthusiastic admiration
of the Redlngote style.
This pleasing effect is
shown in different models in our Wooltex suits
and promises to be one
fashof the best-likeions of the present seas-so-

v

i

d

n.

The suits are beautifully made of handsome
materials, in the new

CJ
J""01'
Cnmiito

1914
I hr H.

BIil-I- i

fashionable colorings.
and every Wooltex suit
is so splendidly tailored
that the good looks and
smart lines will last

Co,

M. 1029 K combinuthm of
perfect- lines and distinctive
Myle. In the charmtnir
A broad.
design.
Hare collar of velvet, trimmed with wide braid, harmonizes with the hraid belt
effect. The eurts are also of
velvet and trimmed with
braid. The 'skirl in cut with
eiruiirht lines, with inverted
plaits at the bottom, vivinir
ample walking room. An
fashionable
exceptionally
street costume.

through two seasons
of satisfactory wear.
All Wooltex garments
are fully guaranteed.

Come now while the"

variety is large.

ONTO

I Bend you

In the state
Santa Fe, Sept,
cases of the
the
hiiprpme court today
First National Bank of Albuquerque
vs. Kodrick Stover, appellee, from Bernalillo county, and State of New Mexico x rel O. Lorenzlno, appellant, vs.
Beard of County Commissioners,
county, appellees, were argued
and submitted.
Mc-Kinl-

DEMOCRATS TO NOMINATE

Santa Fe, Sept. 22. The democrats
of Dona Ana county hace called a convention to meet at Las Cruces on Oc- -'
trber 2, to nominate two members for
the legislative house and a county
fbairman. Joseph Bennett of La Union will probably be one of the nominees, while the other nominee may
to suggested by the progressives
through Colonel W. II. It Lwelleyn,
who will In that case throw iheir
support to the democratic ticket J.
H Paxton, the former county chair- nsn fs now the democratic state chairman.

.

NEW CATTLE

VOTES

VIRGINIA

COURT

22.

.

COMPANY

Santa Fe, Sept 22. Incorporation
papers were filed today with the state
o
corporation, commission by the
Cattle company of Roswell. The
of which
capitalization Is $200,000
S73.000 is to be preferred stock with
six per cent dividend, the stock being
oT par value of $100
per share. J. C.
Hamilton Is named statutory agent
and Is also one of the incorporators
and directors, the others being D. "W.
Low, W. M. Atkinson, A. Hanny, C.
M. Einhart, all of Roswell and each
having subscribed to 100 shares.
Ber-tend-

ON

LIQUOR

Richmond, Va., Sept. 22. A bitter
is
anc" spectacular prohibition fight
Virvoters
of
the
decided
by
bo'.ng
ginia at a special election today. The
election was ordered by Governor
Etiiart under the provisions of the
"enabling act," which passed the general assembly at Its last session. The
votes will determine whether Virginia
Bhall continue to" have local option or
be placed in the total prohibition col
umn.
The campaign which closed last
night was one of the most exciting
In the history of the state. Both the
"drys" and the "antls" covered the
state from end to end, holding meetings in every city, town and village
and flooding the voters with campaign
literature.
Today the "effys'' declare that the
state will give anywhere from 20,000
to 40,000 votes against liquor.
The
antla" with equal emphasis predict
that the state will vote for the reten
tion of liquor by a safe majority. It
Is expected that the total vote will be
the largest ever polled In Virginia.
The people generally have taken a
lively Interest In the contest Party
I'nes have been cast aside for the
time being the republicans and democrats working side by side, according
to their Inclinations.
While the ballots read "For prohibition" and "Against Prohibition," the
result, of the election, if prohibition
falls, will be to continue the present
Byrd law, which gives to each locality the privilege of calling an election
on the question of prohibiting the sale
of liquor in that town or county.

"An Army Moves
Upon Its Stomach
It cannot move faster than its supply trainmen cannot march and fight without
healthful,

sustaining

food.

In the Battle of Life, you cannot go fast or

far without nourishing,

health-building-foo-

d.

Such a food is

GrapeNuts
It is scientifically prepared to supply the
greatest amount of nutriment in concentrated,

easily digestible form.
While war in Europe is sending up the
price of all foods in America, remember there's
delicious flavour, economy and better health in
Grape-Nuts-

.

No Advance in Price
.

sold by Grocers everywhere

INCREASE IN DRUG PRICES
New York, Sept. 22. The people of

BIG

STRAIGHTEN YOU UP

LAND YOU
HAVE

-

w

K1.!

THE SUPREME

19U.

THE "CASC4RETS" ALWAYS

herewith the
dimensions of the three oaks growing
In Powls Castle Park, which you
asked mo for, says correspondent of
Country Life:
Champion Oak. Height, 105 ft;
girth, 23 ft. 6 In. (5 ft. from ground); ATTORNEY GENERAL GIVES ADcontains 2,026 cubic feet of timber.
'
VICE TO HOMESTEADERS
Giant Oak. Height. 92 ft.; girth, 29
OF NEW MEXICO
ft. 7 In. (5 ft. from ground); contains
1,925 cubic feet of timber.
Wilderness Oak. Height,- 95 ft;
Santa Fe, Sept. 23. "Hold fast to
girth, 22 ft 4 in. (5 ft. from ground); that which
you are" claiming," is the
contains 1,617 ft 4 in. of timber.
I am aware that there are trees of advice Attorney General Frank W.
greater girth than these, but the two
Clancy gave this morning in an Interesting opinion, written at the request
of Mrs. Emma Lee of Boaz, Chaves
county. The opinion was called forth
Texas-Neby the dispute over the
Mexico boundary and the conflict In
vprious government surveys. It says:
"I have just received your letter of
thb sixteenth, Inst; i.i which you Bay
that It has been reported to you and
others who have taken up government
land, that the survey Is all wrong; that
the suit between Texas and New Mexico has been settled, and that now
you will be compelled to have the surveying done over, and you desire fully
to understand the law as to this matter.
"I have inquired of our commissioner of public lands and of Captain Fred
Muller, now In the employ of the commissioner and formerly receiver of the
land office at Santa Ke, and they tell
mt that they have not yet heard anything about surveys in your part of
the state being wrong, but they tell
me to advise you that your best course
will be to hold your claims to any
land which you have taken up, disf IK
tinctly marking the lines as you understand them to be, and fencing the
land if nos8ible. and that if there
should be any error in the surveys,
the latest ruling of the land department of the United States is to give,
ui'der such circumstances, patents for
the land as actually occupied. In oth
er
words, you should hold fast to that
:
which you are claiming and make no
concessions that there is anything
Champion Oak, Powis Castle Park. wrong about your Burveys or your
.
claim.
largest are each said to contain more
to
Texas and
"As
the
between
suit
timber than any other oak trees growing at the present time. Nothing be Nf.w Mexico, that has no relation to
low six Inches quarter girth has been anything except the boundary from a
measured. Though trees containing point on the Rio Grande near the town
1,000 feet of timber are rare now- of
Anthony, south to the line of the
adays, they must have been fairly
republic of Mexico, and could have no
common at one time in the
effect on anything In your part of
as
of
districts
England and Wales,
Is evidenced by the fact that In 1793 the country. It Irs pot been settled
but- - is still pei
and 1796 no fewer than twenty-siIr.ja.WliBt you have
trees which contained 1,000 feet and heard about thfciowever, may have
over were felled In Vaynor Park, reference to what was in
dispute as to
Montgomeryshire.
the east line of New Mexico, and if
you will let me know the exact deTO RECLAIM THE NILE DELTA
scription of your land, I will try to
ascertain whether of not It is in any
Egyptian Government Will Pump
way affected by the resurvey of that
Gallon of Water
line which was made two years ago.
Daify"You also ask whether you can fence
London.
With the object of re- across a section line, providing that
claiming the great Nile delta for cul- there is no one to use the section line
tivation, the Egyptiangovernment has or road for travel. There Is nothing
decided upon the installation of ten in our
law that makes a section line
pumpB, each capable of delivering a
sacred
thing which cannot be fenced
100,000,000 gallons daily. These will
draw away the waters of Lake Mare-otls- , up, unless the county commissioners
and an additional eight pumps had declared the section line to be a
will probably be required.
public road. The only thing In our
The pump used is really a gas en- laws on the subject Is an old statute
gine inwhfch the piston, the connectdirects the county commission
ing rod and the flywheel are all com- ers to establish roads on section
lines,
posed of water. Like most great inventions, it Is very simple; It Is bIbo where practicable, but that In Itself
astonishingly economical in the mat- dors not create roans on these lines.
ter of fuel. The pumps at Chingford
are capable of pumping between them
DEMURRER IS SUSTAINED
180,000,000 gallons a day; the largest
Santa Fe, Sept. 22. Judge W. H.
can pump 40,000 gallons a minute, or
in federal court today sustained
more than 50,000,000 gallons a day. Fope
the
demurrer
of United States Senator
The pumps to be built for the Egyptian government are to be twice this Thomas b. Catron for State Senator
size.
Benjamin F. Pankey in the suit
brought by the United States to colFAT WOMEN FOIL ORGANIST lect $800 survey fees from the defendant for the survey of the E. W. Eaton
Six of Them Block Way of
grant In southern Santa Fe county.
Musician and Defy
Judge Pope said: "The limits of the
Constables.
adjacent public domain, which it was
to the interest of the government to
Pa.
Six stout women
Connellsville,
could be determined only
ascertain,
foiled three constables, a priest and
an organist In St. John's Slavish Cath by a survey of the grant. It might
ollc church here, when they blocked have been a matter of governmental
the way to the organ and prevented policy to have imposed a lien upon
the musician from performing his du- the land for the coast of the survey.
ties.
either in whole or in part. Such a
The six so wedged themselves along litn was
Imposed by the land court
the stairway leading to the organ that
act. Congress, however, saw fit In
they could not be moved, either by
threats or entreaties. After laboring thU case to impose no such lien but
for nearly an hour, sometimes attempt- simply provided for withholding pat- ing to use force, the constables gave ei't or any copy of any such survey
up their task and the services pro- urtll after the cost of survey has been
ceeded without music.
paid. Under such circumstances the
The congregation has been at odds
with Rev. Father Anthony Fllkorn defendant is not liable In a personal
since the discharge of one organist action." The United States is given
and appointment of John Stragny in 15 days in which to amend its comhis place.
plaint.
London.

are wonderfully becoming
women

HOLD
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Clean Your Bowels and
End Headaches, Colds, Sour
Stomach
Get a

box now.
You men and women who can't get
feeling right who have headache,
coated tongue, foul taste and foul
nt

breath, didziness, can't sleep, are bilious, nervous and upset, bothered
with a sick, gassy, disordered stomach, or have backache and feel worn
out.
Are you keeping your bowels clean
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway every few. days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil
Cascarets work while you sleep;
cleanse the stomach, remove the eour,
undigested, fermenting food and foul
gages; take the excess bile from the
liver and capry out of the Bystenii all
the constipated waste matter and
poison in the bowels.
A Cascaret
will straighten
box
you out by morning a
from any drug store will keep your
stomach sweet; liver and bowels regular, and head clear for months.
Don't forget the children. They love
Cascarets because they taste good
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
NO

EUROPEAN

EXHIBITS

the United States are already paying
a' havy war tax in the higher prices
for drugs and medicines. Since the
beginning of the European conflict
the prices of some of the popular
remedies have advanced as much as
300 per cent
South Belgium, Germany and France grow many plants
possessing medicinal virtues, and
Germany, with her established research laboratories, has led in obtaining the derivatives and utilizing byproducts. Derivatives, from belladonna leaves aire cited as among the
drugs that have been soaring in price.
One article, formerly selling at $45
an ounce, now commands $180, and
another has advanced from $20 to
$120.
Crude opium has gone up 33
per cent and 100 per cent has been
added to the cost of gum camphor
from Formosa. Glycerine, produced In
the manufacture of soap and used in
explosives, is 40 per cent higher as a
result of the war. Ichthyol, a dried
fish product, is off the market entirely. Salvarian, an arsenical preparation selling at $3.50 before the
war, is now quoted at $10. A patented preparation selling in Canada at
25 cents, under a label "Not for exportation to the United States," commands $1 here, and a) mineral oil,
from Russia, is up 300 per cent All
bristle goods are higher. England,
trance and Germany produce 50 per
cent of all the brushes, and of the
remainder 50 per cent comes from
Japan. Caustic potash, for soap making, is quoted at 23 cents a' pound,
wholesale while Europe
against 3
was at peace. France has led in developing perfumes and toilet airticTes,
as Germany has in chemicals, and the
dainty extracts, such as still are available, a(re bringing fabulous prices.

Recovered from Lung
Trouble Now Insured
Insurance companies will not accept
ny one affected with Ltmg Trouble-- .
When yon kiow a man who has been
afflicted and who later haa been insured,
luch action meant that the policy-holde- r
must be in a very kx1 state of health.
Caaea have been reported when Lung
Pufferera, after taking Eckman'a Alterative, a remedy for Throat and Lung
Troulilea. have successfully
pussed the
medical teat of Insurance
companies.
Head this case:
2.T7 Dean St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Gentlemen: About a year and a half
iro I noticed that my health waa rapidly
I was troubled
with nlplit
fulling.
weata, a severe cough and was very
weak: baring. In fact, absolutely no ambition whatever. Altout this time 1 consulted a physician, who told me my langs
were affected. Not satisfied I went to another doctor, who, after examining me,
snld fhat I waa In the first stages of Lung
Trouble. At this point I started to take
Eckmau's Alterative.

tlrug company.

Price

TO SUPPORT FAMILIES
Lightning Kills Woman.
N. Y. While walking
Perlin, Sept. 22. The city council
with her husband, Mrs. Harry Hart of Hanover has
decided to set aside
was killed by bolt of lightning. Hart
as a first appropriation the sum of
was not injured.
S.COO.OOO
marks for the support of the
families
of
soldiers now in-- the field.
Man
Commits
Aged
8ulolde.
married
woman will receive a
,
Every
Chicago. Fred Cerbeld, eighty-tworented a room In a hotel and commit- monthly allowance of 30 marks, which
ted suicide, leaving a note savintr ha sum is to be proportionately Increased
was despondent over poor heaKa,
for each child.
Gloverville,

$1

and

$2

a bottle.

TO DISPEL TRUTH

committee formannounces
that it has organized for the special
purpose of sending to South America
"truthful reports of political and
economic conditions In Germany."

Berlin, Sept. 22.
ed in Frankfort-on-the-Mal-

A

n

Santa Fe, Sept. 22. Corporation
Commissioner M. S. Groves and Rate
WANT FOREIGN PAPERS
Clerk B. F. Seggerson have returned
official
an
frcm
trip to San Francisco.
Berlin, Sept. 22. The admiralty
Tiiey report that while San Francisco
staff of the navy announces that it
would "welcome tho sending in of
appears prosperous, yet the exposition
management fears that no European
the latest foreign papers." Very little
exhibits will be sent to the great fair
Dustln and William Farnam are In is seen in Germany now of any of the
next year.
:
vaudeville.
foreign publications.

Srllbd

x

Newly-Appointe- d

The night sweat

my cough
stopped almost immediately,
became looser and gradually disappeared.
My weight Is now 142 pounds and my
physician has pronounced me perfectly
sound which, together with the fact
that I have Just been accepted by two
different insurance companies for Insurance, makes me sure of my entire recovery bv Eckman'a Alterative."
W. E. GEH.
(Affidav)
(Above abbreviated; more on request )
Eckmnn's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma. Stuhlwru
the system.
Coldi and in upbuilding
g
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
Ask for booklet telling-odrugs. and
write to Eckman
recoveries,
evilaboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
ind E. G. Murphey and Red Cross

IIP

Do You Know
This Step.?
The girl who can dance
THE CASTLE POLKA
will not be a wall flower
The Castle Polka is Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle's latest
creation ; and it will sweep the country this fall and winter,
just as the "Hesitation" did last season.
Let Mr. and Mrs. Castle teach you in your own home
how to dance it They give you personal lessons in two
pages of pictures and text

In the October Issue of

The Ladies' Home Journal
You can learn it in an hour or two in your own home, just
as if you were in Castle House, where all fashionable New
York society will dance it

Fifteen Cents the Copy, of All News Agents
Or, $1.50 a Year (12 issues) by Mail, Ordered
Through Our Subscription Agents or Direct
Our Sales Agent is

MRS. C. L. M. BAILEY
EAST LAS VEGAS

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Independence Square, Philadelphia Pennsylvania

(
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FdRS. WINN'S

WARSHIPS

Take LydiaELPinkham's Vegetable Compound and be
Restored to Health. .

NORTH SEA

Kansas City, Mo. "The doctors told
roe I would never be a mother. Every AESCLUTELY IMPOSSIBLE
FOR
imonth the pains ANY FOE TO BREAK TRHOUGH
so
V

J

bad

.

i.i

i

tnat I

UNDETECTED

not uear my
weight on one foot.
began taking
E. Pinkham'a
II

!

ComVegetable
and had not

pound
finished the first bo t--

ule when I

felt

greatly relieved and
!l took
until it
ii in
unreal ii'made meit sound
and
V'ell, and I now have two fine baby
's
girls. I cannot praise Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound too highly
for what it has done for me. I always
speak a word in favor of your medicine
to other women who suffer when I have
Mrs. H. T. Winn,
en opportunity."
1225 Freemont Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
1

I

Pink-ham-

Itcad What AnothcrWonian says:

Camming, Ga. " I tell some suffer's
ing woman every day of Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound and what it
has done for me. I could not eat or
eleep, had a bad stomach and was in
misery all the time. I could not do my
housework or walk any distance without
Buffering great pain. I tried doctors'
medicines and different patent medicines but failed to get relief. My husband brought home yourVegetable Compound and in two weeks I could eat anything, could sleep like a healthy baby,
and walk a long distance without feeling
tired. I can highly recommend your
Vegetable Compound to women who
suffer as I did, and you are at liberty to
use this letter. "Mrs., Charlie Bag-le-y,
Pink-ham-

R. 3 Cumming, Ga.

OPERATORS

FRAME

REPLY

Colo., Sept. 22. Work on
Colorado coal

Denver,

the joint reply of the

operators to the tentative basis for an
adjustment of the miners' strike proposed by President Wilson was resumed today by the committee consisting
of J. C. Osgood and F. E. Gove of
Fuel company and
the
D. W. Brown of the Rocky Mountain
Fuel company.
Late today It was announced that
the reply of the operators not
with the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company would be mailed to President
Wilson and that no representative of
those operators would be sent lor a
personal interview with the president.
The reply had not been completed.
Victor-America-

n

affl-liute- d

Little Girl Cured of a Cold
"Two years ago my little girl caught
a hard cold which went to her lungs
aDd she coughed almost constantly. I
.got her a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The beenficlal effect of
this remedy was promptly demonstrated and this one bottle cured her,"
writes Mrs. Lena Kennedy, Huntington, Ind. For sale by all .dealers.
Adv.

rd complete their task of unloading f
w.ihln a single hour.
WISHED
'I he plan had been worked out by
the war office two years before. The
COULD DIE
small cars used for transporting horses, accommodating only seven or eight
animals, proved a great factor in the And Be Free From Her Troubles,
speedy transfers. Each horse had a
lot Find Better Way.
separate compartment, and the sides
of the cars dropped down in sarh a
nianner that the animals Btepped out
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time,
without the slightest confusion. Some ays Mrs. Jessie Sharp,
of this place.
Americans who witnessed this move "I wished f would die and be relieved
my suffering, from womanly troubles.
ment remarked that the cars were far of
I could not eel
without pulling al
more practical for this sort of work something to helpup,
me, and stayed in bed
than the large freight cars used in most of the time. I could not do my
America., into which a number of housework.
The least amount of work tired me
horses were crowded.
out.
head would swim, and I would
Scores of hospital cars still line the trembleMyfor an hour
or more. Finally. 1
ci.ck tracks here ready for the recep look Cardui, the - woman's tonic, and I
tion of sick and injured returning am not bothered with pains any more,
and 1 don't have to
to bed. In fact,
from the continent. ' Red Cross signs am sound and well go
of all my troubles."
are displayed and surgeons and nursCardui goes to all the weak spots and
es are In the cars with everything helps to make
them strong. It acts with
ready for the wounded. The hospital nature not against her. It is for the
nervous, irritable women, who feel
trains are made up of converted pas- tired,
as if everything were wrong, and need
All
cars.
senger coaches and sleeping
something to quiet their "nerves and
have the. small compartments common strengthen the worn-osystem.
to English railway coaches with doors
If you are a woman, suffering from any
opening at the sides. Litters are pro o? the numerous symptoms of womanly
take Cardui. It will help you.
vided which will enter these small (rouble,
At al! druggists.
fide doors and consequently it is much
Ch&iianooga Medicine Co., LadW
n'riti
easier to place the seriously Injured Advisory
Deot., Ch&ttanooea, Tann., for Sftciai
fir- -.
on
your cast and 64 pr.ga book. "Horn
ox,
in berths than it would be if it were "
Jitmenl for Women." in plain wrapper. N.C. tl
ue essary to carry them through the
end doors common to American sleep
ing cars and along nanov aisles or
CAN AMERICAN PEOPLE
hallways.
Paggage cars have also bcn converted into hospital cars where patients
GOVERN THEMSELVES?
can be placed who need attention of
a sort which can be rendered more
satisfactorily in a roomy car than in COLONEL ROOSEVELT ASKS THIS
a small compartment.
QUESTION IN CAMPAIGN
SPEECH

SHE

A SOLID WALL OF

ADVICE TO WOMEN

London, Sept. 22. A "solid wall of
warships" is thrown across the northern part of the North Sea, according
to the captain of a British trawler
who has just arrived from Iceland.
The skipper said it was "absolutely
impossible for any foe to break
through, undetected," so constant and
thorough was the patrol to the north.
It was his own experience to be halted and searched and after being re
leased his boat was followed by two
ttrpedo boats until it reached its des
tination.
The thoroughness of the patrol was
further testified to by another North
Sea skipper. Ills trawler was lying
along shore, when shortly after mid
night it suddenly found itself hem
med In by a huge black object which
proved to be a British cruiser. Its officers seemed to have had cats' eyes.
From the dark a voice demanded to
the identity of the trawler. It
was promptly shouted back.
"The name is quite correct, sir"
cnuie another mysterious voice astern
of us, said the skipper. "A submarine
had crept up behind us and read our
name. Although all of our crevtr had
come on deck to see what was happening, not one of them had seen the
submarine appear. The whole episode
only occupied a few minutes and the
ciuiser, after wishing "Good morning'
and plenty of fishing, disappeared In
the darkness."

1

--

ut
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A HEAVY SENTENCE
New York, Sept. 22. Charles
"King of the Wire Tapipers,"
Gon-dorf-

and two of his gang were sent to
state's prison this afternoon for
swindling Eugene Adams, an English
caterer, out of $1,500 in a fake pool
room last July. Gondorff was senLess
Secret
tenced to five to 20 years in prison;
Movements
Troop
Southampton, Sept 22. The dis- Charles Carbonell, two to six years,
patch of troops from Southampton und Joseph Chen one to three years.
continues, but the movements are
new kept lera secret than during the
PARCEL POST EXTENDED
passage of the first expeditionary
Washington, Sept. 22 A convention
forces. The record then made provid- for parcel post service between the
ed an excellent test of the facilities' United States and French Guinea has
here for handling such a great move- been concluded and becomes effective
ment of troops.
November 1. The limit of weight ia
Although the expeditionary force 11 pounds and the rate 12 cents a
was dispatched from several points, pound.
International parcel post service
handled the bulk of the
150,000 to 200,000 men who were sent then will be in effect between the
(' the continent during two weeks' United States and 50 countries.
time, 'he docks at this place afford
n ore than one and a half miles of
MONEY FOR ROADS
water front, with railway lines so
Santa Fe, Sept. 22 State Treasurclose to the ship's docks that It Is but er O. N. Marron today received $3,000
a moment's work to transfer train-load- s from Chairman Arthur Seligman of
of men, horses and equipment the county road board for the good
from the railway to the steamships. roads fund.
The precision with which the transfer
was made was so marked that an enFor a Weak Stomach
There are people right in this vicintire train was frequently unloaded in
three minutes, and it was not uncom- ity who find it necessary to be very
mon for 20 trains to enter the docks careful about what they eat as they
have weak stomachs. Many of them
would be very much benefited by the
same treatment that cured Mrs: Ernest Pharo, of Beaver Dam, Ohio, who
writes, "I had a weak stomaco and
for years certain food disagreed with
YOUR
me. I would feel uncomfortable for
hours after eating. I lost welgM and
Then I began
became debilitated.
and the
Tablets
Chamberlain's
taking
promptness with which they benefited
me surprised both myself and my family. They strengthened my digestion
and in a short time I was sound and
well. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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Deposits

Kansas
Koosevelt made two addresses
City, Mo., Sept. 22.

Colonel

here

etterday.

In his address at noon Colonel
Roosevelt laid stress on the appeal
made by the progressive party to the
people to think out political problems
for themselves.
'"The fundamental appeal I have to
make to the American people is that
they are to be true to Themselves,"
he said. "I ask you to review the
problems, then vote as you believe.
If you honestly disbelieve in the
power of the American people to gov
ern themselves, if you fear a pure
democracy is not a safe instrument
in this country; it you. disbelieve our
economic and labor platforms, then
vote against us.
"The republican party says to you:
'Don't abandon the party of Abraham
Lincoln.' X say to your Won't abandon the principles of Abraham Lincoln!, The people of the United States
should not hesitate to choose new
methods necessitated by a new day."
The colonel asserted that whisky
is usually an ally of crooked politics,
and complimented the progressive
party in Jackson county, Missouri, for
"having the courage to face the Issue
while the other parties
NEW SCHOOL

BUILDING

Santa Fe, Sept. 22. Optimistic
school reports continue to pour into
the office of the department of education Mrs. Kate Livingston writes
from Tularosa that a bond issue for a
high school building is to be pushed
through and that rooms have been
rented for a domestic science and art
nd a manual training department.
Mrs. Wallace I Gumm, superintend
ent of Lincoln county, reports extraordinarily large enrollment In the county and the creation of two new school
districts. At Corona three teachers
are now employed: E. W. Campbell,
Donizetti Franks and Misa Rebecca
Livingston. The Carrlzozo high school
reports an increased enrollment of 100
per cent.
NEW SPANISH PAPER
Santa Fe, Sept 22. The Socorro
Htraldo company Incorporated today
.y filing its charter with the state cor
poration commission. The company
proposes to publish a weekly newspa-Ve- r
and to put In a Job plant at Socorro The capitalization Is $3,000 divid
ed Into 120 shares. The sum of $2,000
is subscribed, the incorporators and
directors being J. A. Torres, 60 shares,
J. J. Torres, 15
statutory agent;
shares, and M. M. Torres, Jr., 5 shares.

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall' sCatarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ol.
We, the undersigned, have known F- J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.

Hall's Catarrh Cur Is taken inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
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'Mothers Tdl of
Llothsr's Frier.:
MEET

GABBOON WILL SPEAK

AT

A NEW BUILDING

AT TEACHERS'

EL RITO DEOICATED

HANDSOME
EDIFICE ADDED TO
EQUIPMENT OF THE SPANISH
NORMAL SCHOOL

LAS

El Rito. N. jr., Sept. 22. The dedl- crtion of the new Spanish-AmericaNormal school building took place Fri
day night jwitb. thy Hon. .IFJladelfo
f!aca, assistant superintendent of public Instruction, of Santa Fe, as the
principal speaker. The new building,
which is modern in every way, was
brilliantly lighted and the public was
given aa opportunity to thoroughly In
spect every department. The machin
ery was put iu operation and the pro
cesses of generating: electricity and
raising water by hydraulic pressure
were explained.
The dormitories for both boys and
girls were immaculate and the bath
and toilet conveniences of the dormi
tories will compare with those in the
btBt of homes. Class rooms were
under the direction of the students who acted as hosts.
A large number of people responded
to the general invitation to attend the
(Udication services and the occasion
marked an event in the history of the
school. Speakers of local fame took
part in the exercises, which were conducted In Spanish and interpreted into
English, and members of the faculty
furnished an improvised musical program which proved a treat.
Since the original building was destroyed by fire two years ago the
school was conducted in temporary
quarters down town. Many of the students became scattered because of inadequate quarters, but the new building is one of the best and most modem
in the state.
The occasion likewise offered an opportunity to inee the new faculty
which is composed of the president, O.
C Zingg, who will teach the professional subjects, Miss Eloisa Baca, who
teaches Spanish and academic subjects, Mrs. O. C. Zingg, teacher of domestic science and matron, and Alfred
Livingston, Jr., electrician and teach
er of manual training.
The purpose of the school Is to train
teachers for work In Spanish-Americacommunities and the school promises a successful year.

Santa Fe, Sept, 22. A fine program has been prepared for the Albuquerque educational convention during Thanksgiving week by the science
and mathematics section. It Is as follows:
"The Enrichment of Sulphide Orts"
by J. D. Clark of tho State
liversity.
"Illustrated Lecture on Geology" by
President George E. Ladd of the State

n

IN

BAY STATE

Boston, Sept. 22. Primaries are being conducted by the three leading
political parties in Massachusetts today for the nomination of candidates
for representatives In congress and
complete state tickets. The democratic and progressive state tickets
were decided upon In conference, so
that so far as the state tickets go
the contests at the primaries are
confined to the republicans. There
is no fight for the gubernatorial nomination in any of the three parties.
Governor Walsh is unopposed for
on the democratic ticket.
Former Congressman Samuel W.
is to be the republican nominee
for governor and Joseph Walker of
Brookline is unopposed for the progressive palrty nomination. In addition to a complete state ticket the
progressives are to put up candidates
In nearly all of the congressional districts.
Mc-Ca- ll

EPIDEMIC

Experience la or should be oar best
teacher. Women who have obeyed th
highest and noblest of all sacrltices. tho
struggle for the life of others, should
have a better Idea, of helpful influence
than those who theorize from observation.
At any rate when a prospective grand
mother urges her daughter to do aa aha
did to use "Mother's Friend." there U
reanon to believe It the rlcht advice.
"Mother's Friend" Is an external ap
plication for expectant mothers. Its pur- cose Is to furnish pliancy to the muscles.
to take away the strain on the cords anl
lieaments. to relieve the tension of nerves
and tendons so apt to provoke or ag
College.
gravate nausea, morning sickness, twltcn- n
"Psychology," by Dean Frank
inga of the limbs and so on.
of the Norma University;
Although, in the nature of thlnjrs, r
woman would use "Mother's Friend" but
."China and Japan, Illustrated," by but rarely,
yet so effective has It been
G. E, Anderson
of the School of found that this splendid remedy Is on salo
tho
In most drug stores throughout
Mines.
United States. It has been prepared by
406
Co..
Lamar
Rrnrtfleld
Bid..
A dinner is also being arranged for
Regulator
Ga.. and advertised by us for
at the Alvarado, during which officers Atlanta,
over forty years. This Is a fine recort
will be elected and a general discus- for such a special remedy and the grate
are Just a
ful letters received
sion will take place.
appreciative as were those of years agr
are sup
metnoaa
"Edwin B. Craighead, president of notwithstanding that
to have irreatlv advanced. Ask a
the University of Montana at Mis- nosed
the drug store for a bottle of "Mother's
soula, toda;y wired His acceptance of Friend," It ia worth while.
a place on the program at Albuquerque, as did also L. D. Coffman, the DEEPER WATERWAYS MEETING
brilliant young educational leader of
tha
New York, Sept. 22. More
the "University of Illinois at TJrbanai
tht
all
1,000
representing
delegates,
Miss Lutie E. Stearns of Milwau
t
Massachusetts
eastern
from
states
a
Is
kee,
magnetic platform speaker,
to be present and will In addition to Florida, are attending the seventh an
her lectures on "What Is Haonenina: nual convention of the Atlantic Deep
to the American Home?" "The Pass- er Waterways Association which me
ing of the Bonnet" and "Regulate in this city today. Mayor Mitchel wel
severa
Your Hurry," sipeak on "Traveling Li- conned the delegatte and

f

Car-roo-

to-d-

braries"
quy."

and "The Spinster's

Solilo-

TO MEND LAMY HIGHWAY

Santa Fe, Sept. 22. State Engineer
James A. French, his assistant, J. W.
Johnson and Chairman Arthur Selig-ria-n
of the county road board today
Inspected the highway to Lamy with
a view of taking steps to put It In first
class condition. Mr. Seligman Is a
democratic candidate for the hru.e.

other speakers of prominence wer
heard at today's sessions. Tomorrow
the delegates will Inspect the water
ways in the vicinity of this city an
on Thursday they will start on a tri;
up the Hudson, holding their session,
on the steamer on the way. Stop
win be made at West Point and othr.'
places of Interest en route. Frida
the delegates will arrive at Albany
where the y will be received by Gov
crncr Glynn, Tha remainder of th
voek, will be occupied with, an lr.
I
Bpection of the waters around Aibanj
I
Troy, Waterford and "WaltJervlieb.
I

TWO

DAMAGE CASES

Santa Fe, Sept. 22. In the federal
court today two damage suits were
filed, or rather one was transferred
from Valencia county district court
into the federal court and the other
was filed originally.
The first Is
brought against the A. T. and S. F.
Railway company for $5,000 damages
by Ignaclo Aragon, who sets up that
while he was Inspecting cars on
siding, (other cars were shunted
against the train and he was crushed
under the wheels, sustaining a broken
leg, a crushed thumb and a crushed
index finger and attributes the accident to the negligence of the defendant.
The other suit is against the St.
Lcuis, Rocky, Mountain and Pacific
ard is for $15,000 damages. It Is
brought by Goust Koucles, administrator of the estate of Lives Tzugan-akeboth being cltizeins of Greece.
The complaint sets up that while
was at work pulling pillars
In tha coal mines at Van Houten, Col
fax county, he was so badly crushed
by a falling roof that he died.
s,

Tzu-ganak-

SANTA FE EXCITED
Santa Fe, Sept 22. The disappear
ance of two children of L. A. Hughe
and one of the children of J. Q. Wort!
this forenoon at 9 o'clock, who ha
out with a nursa girl, for a Um
excitement The
ci eated Intense
were found at noon, just before
heavy thunder shower broke ova.' Zi
town, playing In the extensive gar
dens of United States Senator Thoma
B. Catron. The nurse girl had bee;
vtrdHnsr them lr. co.ma an,? tha
tiren wandered off among the flowers
never dreaming that their disappear
ance would cause any commotion.
g'-n-

Are You Subject to Bilious Attacks
Persons who are subject to blliou
attacks will be interested in the ex
perience of Mrs. Louise Shunkc
Frankfort, N. Y., "About five year
ago I suffered a great deal from ind
gettlon and biliousness," she says. "
began taking Chamberlain's Tablet
and they relieved mo at once." Fo
sale by all dealers. Adv.

OF MALARIA

Santa Fe, Sept.' 22. An outbreak
of deadly malaria at Dixon and other
oints in the upper Rio Grande val- lfy, which It is feared may find its
way down the river is reported by Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction Filadelfo Baca who has just
tturned from El Rita Dixon is in
Taos county but not far from the Rio
Arriba county line. The disease Is so
deadly that 75 people have died from
it and one family of six persons was
wiped out within two days. The course
of the disease generally runs five to
eis days. Physicians blame it to
Mosquitoes and fear that the epidemic
cannot be stamped out unless the
lands along the Rio Grande and tribute ries are drained and mosquitoes are
systematically exterminated.
THE ETHNOLOGICAL EXHIBIT
Santa Fe, Sept 22. Dr. Edgar L,
Hewett director of the School of
American Archaeology, returned today
from Washington, D. C, where he su
pervised the shipment of three carloads of ethnological exhibits to the
San Diego exposition, of which he Is
the director of exhibits. The ethnolo- logical exhibit has been prepared by
the National museum and Is the result
o( various archaeological expeditions
in which the School of American
It is deArchaeology participated.
clared to be the most wonderful exhibit of that kind ever prepared for
any exposition and alone would make
the San Dlegb fair one of world-wid- e
scientific interest.
.
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Twill Be Ready
in a Minute
k

As a matter of fact this wonderful little
disk stove is ready to cook in much less
than one minute from the instant you
turn the switch. And you can cook on
1
r ii
it practically anything you wish.
most convenient
It is, perhaps,-thand useful of the great variety of electri
1
cal cooking devices now within the reach of all, not
excepting those receiving the more modest incomes.

MIX J2

w
1
.

1

It represents the genius of the " Light House Keeping
wand

banishing as with a fairy
of
nuisances
all the
smoke, soot, disagreeable odors, and
tiresome delays.
You cannot fully appreciate its many virtues until you
G-stoves
actually use it. Come ia and cook on the fine little
we carry in stock and learn a lesson ia real convenience.

Age" now opening to us
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LAS VEGANS GROWING ANXIOUS
TO HAVE FEDERAL BUILDING
' '
ERECTED

Editor.

. M. PAOQETT.
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THUD! WATER W'AliUN

ITS FAULT, HOWEVER;

1914.

ASTRAY

With a dead, dull, doleful thud the
A mass meeting la now being agifell off itself yesterday
tated to take up the matter of press- water watjon
4 o'clock.
about
afternoon
ing some action on the part of the
before
An
it happened the
instant
a
for
choosing
treasury department
Eaat site for the new federal building. Con- fire team, which was hitched to the
a
near the water
is about to adjourn, and It Is wagon, stood calmly

rr

THESE LENSES

EXPLORES

DO NOT TOUCH

UNKNOWN

WOULD HAVE WORKED

WATERS

YOl'R

Canada Sends 40,000
Ottawa, Ontario, Sept. 22. It is understood that by January Canada will
have abroad, either on the fighting
line or in England, upward of 40,000
mien.
The 31,000 to be sent irom
Valcartier probably will go to a depot
in Englaud, from which place they
will be sent to the front when thor
oughly confident Recruits to fill up
gajs in the ranks caused by casualties and sickness will be sent from
Canada to this depot from time to
time, probably bringing the total to
about 41,000 by January 1.
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Washington, Sept.

at

Senate: Met

11 a. m.

Began immediate consideration of
the substitute river and harbor bill
appropriating $20,000,000 for projects
already under way.
House: Met at noon.
Debate on general land leasing bill
was resumed.
Ways 'and means committee favorably reported war revenue bill by
vote of 11 to 5.

curve
of

plenty

get this

annoyance
wear Torle
Lenses.
We shall
be glad to tell you
more about t"em- -

if
"
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CITY

KANSAS

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, September 22. Hogs,
receipts 12,000. Market lower. Bulk
8.4,"8.90; heavy $8.65& 8.S5; packers and butchers $8.608.95; lights

$8.408.90;

pigs $7.25

Cattle, receipts

20,000.

S.

Market stea

dy. Prime fed steers $1010.S0; dres
western
sed beef steers $S9.75;
steers $6. 50 9. 25: southern steers
$G.2u7.25; cows $4.357.25; heifers

CiC.25ig9.25; stockers and feeders $6
(SS; calves $6.5010.50.
Sheep, receipts 11,000. Market steady. Lambs $7(S7.60: yearlings $5,500
6:50; wethers $3. 23 5. 75; ewes $4.75
r
"
'
5.25.
i

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Sept. 22. Wheat turned
down - grade. The opening, which

ranged from V2 cent decline to
cent advance, was followed by a moderate setback. The close was weak
!t' in 3 rpnta npt lnwt-r- .
The corn market, after opening a
a
V cent off, suffered
shade to
sharp additional fall. The close was
to 1
cents under last
steady at
night.
Notwithstanding that export brokers
appeared to have bids from the seaboard, there was no strength in oats.
Lower quotations for grain and hogs
pulled down provisions. The closing;
quotations were as follows:
Wheat, Sept. 1.08'; Dec. 1.11; May

118.

Corn, Dec.
Oats, Dec.

71;
50;

May 74VJ.
May
Pork, Jan. $20.30.
Lard, Oct. $9.40; Jnn. $9.95.
Ribs, Oct. $10.55; Jan. $10.55.

52.

sive parties met separately here today to formulate party platforms. UnAutomobile stage line to Mora trider the state law, the candidates of
each party were to begin formal deli- weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Satberations at noon.
urday, leaving Las Vegas postofflce
g a. m., arriving
Mora 9:46 a. m.
William A. Brady will reopen the Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrio Las Vegas
Forty-eightstreet theater September 5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
28 with the new melodrama;,
"The one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
Law of the Land."
h

Correct Showings of
Garment

Rdy-IgJd- B

y

,

Our

stocks at present are most complete1, The Jacket Suits.
and Dresses have btea selected with the utmost car

two garments'arc bought alike. Nowhere
else can you find such a variety of pretty styles at such reasonable
prices. INSPECTION INVITED.

and consideration.

.

The Latest

Express Brings
New Arrivals.

.

-

one-hal-

22.

MAKING THEIR THUNDER
of
22.
Candidates
the
Denver, Sept.
democratic, republican and progres-

deep

room, and allows the
edges of the lenses
to fit close to your
You can foreyes.

MEN

Washington, Sept. 22. The additionNome, Alaska, Sept.. 23 The
al war revenue bill waa formally
wooden gasoline schooner Teddy
out of the ways and means
committee today with all the demo- - Bealr, Captain Joe Bernard, which left
crots voting in Its favor and all the Nome on a hunting, trapping and trad
republicans In opposition. Progres- ing expedition in 1909, which skirted
sive Leader Murdock was not present.
the Arctic coast of Canada, farther
The tax of two cents a gallon on gasoeastward than any other ship had
line was extended to cover "motor ever
gone, and which niignt nave ac
spirits." A tentative agreement was complished the Northwest Passage
reached with republican leaders for and reached Hudson
bay but for a
vote at 4 p. m. Friday.
of gasoline, arrived here
shortage
The majority report estimated the
yesterday. The little boat had sailed
falling off In revenues during the 12 1,800 miles since August 4, unable to
months, based on the assumption that use her engine because there was no
all Imports from the countries at
Quebec Is Loyal
gasoline aboard.
will cease, as follows:
war
CanadFrench
22.
Montreal, Sept.
Bernard, with John Sandstrom and
Germany, $38,683,000; France, $35,- - an Eskimo crew, left Nome well sup
ians will visit Ottawa soon to obtain
the prime minister's sanction for the 50,000; United Kingdom, $40,653,000; plied with goods for trade among the
incorporation, of a regiment recruited Belgium, $5,398,000; Austria-HungarEskimos and refused to return until
267,000; Russia in Europe, $242,000, he had exhausted these goods.
in Quebec for the foreign service in
In
the next contingent sent from Canada. and Servia and Montenegro $2,t)00. The the winter of 1910 Sandstrom was
n
committee added that It seemed cer frozen to death in a blizsard on Barter
The presence of a
regiment at the front, members of tain that some Important Imports island while he was on his way to an
the delegaltion eay, would do away, would continue and that the falling Eskimo village The Teddy Bear exIt plored Coronation gulf, on whose
once and for all, with the suggestions of? would not exceed $100,000,000.
Eskimos
that have been made that the war is declared that but for the war in Eu- - shores live the blue-eye- d
not popular in Quebec.
Europe the new tariff law and other supposed to be descendants of the
sources of revenue would have yield- Scandinavian settlers In Greenland.
ed sufficient money to meet the gov
Bernard and his crew; lived comernment demands.
. Germans Called "Inventors"
fortably on the wild game of the coast
and had an ambiton 10 go to Hudson
Washington, Sept. 22. The British
the
received
following
bay, but after making more than half
embassy today
the distance they dared not continue.
TWENTY-TW- O
DROWN
dispatch from its foreign office:
The shore further cast was uninhabGermans are spreading reports that
itable and the Teddy Bear was withhe British commander in Egypt has
WHEN VESSEL SINKS out gasoline, so the schooner turned
seized reserve funds of Egyptian
back last year after reaching Corcho-radette publique and cash funds of naand Union
tonal bank and minister of finance
point of Dolford
and has sent them to London, lssa BHITISH STEAMERS LOSS IS BLAM straits, more than 1,000 miles east of
Point Barrow.
ing an equivalent amount in notes,
ED UPON A SUBMERGED
In 1911 Captain. Bernard met Vilh
this story Is a pure invention."
MINE
Stefansspn in Coronation gulf
jalmur
AustHans Lose Another
and carried him to Bailey island. Ber
Nish, Servia, Sept. 22, (via London)
Trebisend, Asia Minor, Sept. 22, (via nard, who went farther east than
The battle which has been progres
Twenty-twpersons lost Stefansson, says that 75 per cent of
London)
sing for several days near Krupini, their lives
as
a result of the Eskimos he met east of the May .
drowning
by
on the Drina river, has, according to
of the British steamer Bel- fire river hiSd never seen a white man
the
sinking
official announcement, ended in comKing near Cape Kureli yesterday. or a white man's vessel. The natives
plete disaster for the Austrian army, gian
The
Belgian King carried 120 pas- lived in the most primitive fashion,
The announcement declared that
of
and crew. Ninety-eigh- t
sengers
using Btone and copper weapons and
were engaged In
100,000 Austrians
were saved by a Russian steam- cooking-utensilsthem
this encounter, while the Servian forc
The Teddy Bear brought an exes Included veteran bodies of men er.
It is surmised that this accident traordinary collection, weighing sevwho had been concentrated along the
was due to a mine, but the real cause eral tonB, composed of birds, furs,
Drina. reinforced by troops hastily re
hammered from
eggs,1 implements
called from Semlin and Slavonia. The lias not been revealed.
float copper found in the river beds,
was
The
fighting
very sanguinary.
glone pots for cooking v and other
AusfrianTittemp? on Shabats was re
things.
with
loss.
I
pulsed
TODAY IN CONGRESS
heavy

0

.

EYELASHES
EUROUPEAN WAR WAS SOLE REASON FOR DECLINE IN REVENUES, SAY DEMOCRAT8

Entered at the postofflce at
! Vegas, New .Mexico for
gress
through the United States feared that the session will pass into plug at the corner of Sixth street and
Lincoln avenue while the tajik was
Italia aa second clasa matter.
history without the accomplishment of
watching while the western
filling,
Las
which
Vegas
t'ip one thing for
waves of ebbing day roihd up the
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
is most insistent
street their level way. Suddenly, out
Dally, by Carrier
The plan is to feel cut the sentiment
the waves, came a little doodle bug
of
.OS
of the people of the town and see if
Copy
shelter for the night It spied
seeking
16
some
Dme Week
it would not be feasible to have
i the
ear of the new bay colt, and
.66
take
and
Due Month
to
citizen go
Washington
j
humming a sweet abaca'dabra of con
7.80
One Year
personal charge of the matter with tent, went down the winding orifice
Dally, by Mall
the New Mexico delegation In congress to rest.
16.00
Cue Tear (In advance)
If such a scheme is thought well of,
And the new bay colt ascended has
8.00
fix Months (in advance)
tbe money for the expenses of mainin mad revolt, first the collar of
tily,
00
7
One Tear (in arrearfj
taining a representative on the ground the patient gray that works Just
3.50
Bix Months (la arrears)
whose efforts might meet with suc- across the
pole and then the street
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK.
cess could be raised by subscription, called Grand. The
patient gray turn,
GROWER
it is Btated, and the apparent Indiffer- ed
and the bay turned too
quickly,
a Yew
ence of the department and of con- and
the tank turned over, and the
ttf Months
gress might be done away with.
whole blooming street department, its
(Cut In Advance for Mall
operating forces and various ramifi
Subscriptions.)
cations, turned topsyturvy.
Remit by check, draft or money MACHINE GUNS MOWED
As the team, racing frantically with
not
rder, It sent otherwise we will
the running gears trundling along be
t responsible for loss.
turned out of Grand avenue into
MEN DOWN IN PILES hind,
Specimen eopiea free on application
Tilden avenue, T. M. Evans, the
AT
driver, took down Center street Jn
ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED
the
EXPIRATION OF TIME
pursuit. The horses rounded
PAID FOR
Hl'GE SQUARES OF DEAD GER block, turning up Center street out
of Railroad avenue.
Evans, who Is
MAN SOLDIERS WERE SEEN
tie
Advertisers are guaranteed
' '' some
up with the
ON
BATTLEFIELDS
sprinter,
circulation
caught
arrest daily' and weekly
and had them under conjrol
bfasts
New
In
northern
newspaper
f any
near the point of the first contact
fexlca
New York, Sept. 22. The Red Star between the doodle bug and the car
liner Zeeland came in today from Liv- of the new bay colt.
TELEPHONES
M'n 2 erpool with 363 passengers from the In unhitching the team the pole
fuslnet Office
All had stories of the wagon had been broken T. M.
Main 9 war zone of Europe.
News Department
to tell. Dr. H. S. McCarthy of Spo (Scotty) Smith, the contractor who
kane, Wash., was in Berlin when a has an annual contract with misfor
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1914. train
hundred tune, was kicked on the knee by the
containing several
wounded
British prisoners passed aforesaid n. b. v and will b'e seen
12
AV1IY; NOT SL'KND IT II HE! through. A crowd of hoodlums attack- daily in discomfort and on crutches
Evidently the state engineer does ed the train, crying "Kill the English." for a time.
Not long ago. "Scotty" tried to ride
not believe in expending New Mexico As the prisoners were shackled at the
were
a board fence on his motorankles
held
and
through
wrists,
helpless.
they
New
Having
Mexico.
money in
- A
German cavalry charged cycle to the demoralization of the
tonof
reinforced
a
of
squad
erection
the
up
rete bridge across the Saptllo river the mob and beat it off with the fence and the bruising of himself. A
little later he had an encounter with
inar Watrous, the engineer is insist- broad sides of their sabers.
.
Henry De,Sibour, an American liv- a dog and lost a mouthful of juicy
that a structure of wood should
it ing in London who was marooned at round steak out of his leg. Now comes
j ) up in its place. Furthermore,
i
stated on good authority, he will Ifelfort when the war broke out, on this crowning achievement. For hia
t acify that Louisiana ipiling be used one field saw squares of dead German consolation, it is a pleasure to note
moon ' will change In' aj few
i d that the flooring, stringers aud soldiers. Those on the outside hod that th
cenbodies
the
the
toward
days.
but
fir.
fallen,
be of Oregon
It will be remembered that New ter of the squares were standing upSCHOOLS ARE OPENING
Mexico produces excellent umuei, right leaning against each other. Of
Santa Fe, Sept. 22. The Gold Bul
which doubtless could be furnished ficers told him machine guns were reSarajevo Evacuated
lion mines and the Dawson mill at
tor the bridge carpenters at less cost sponsible for this wholesale killing.
Indon, Sept. 22. The Rome cor
Golden, southern Santa Fe county, are
than the imported stuff and at the
same time give New Mexico lumber
being worked with full force by the respondent of the Star says Servian
FOG STOPS RED CROSS
San Pedro Copper company, reports and Montenegrin forces have occupied
men a fair profit
Falmouth,
Sept, 22, (via Loudon)
will
who
School
There are some folk, too,
Superintendent John Sarajevo, which" was abandoned by
Rear Admiral Ward, United States County
V. Conway, but the mines of the San. tho Austrians after an overwhelming
doubt the wisdom of the state engireceived a wireless from Cap
ta Fe Gold and Copper company at defeat
neer in asserting that a timber bridge navy,
tain
Armstead
Rust of the American San Pedro have closed down. Never
servas
or
as
last
good
will
give
long
ship Red Cross, stating that theless public school at San Pedro
ice as one of reinforced concrete. He hospital
the vessel had been detained by fog will
for
$5,000
open with a fair enrollment and
declares it is better to pay
the last three days and would with Miss Rosie Alarid in charge. At KILLS WOMAN WITH
a wooden bridge than, to expend twice during
not
that amount for one of concrete. It nis,ht.reach Falmouthi: until Wednesday Stanley, where crop and range conditions are fine, Miss Ella Short has
would appeair to one not connected
with the state engineer's office that
opened the public school with an en MURDEROUS RECORD
OUIMET
wooden
rollment of 35. The school at Golden
IS
BEATEN
the
few
a
of
end
the
years
at
structure would be badly in need of Greenwich, Miss., Sept. 22. Francis will open In two weeks with Misses
bridge Ouimet, national golf champion, was Armstrong and Roibal as teachers
repair, while the con.crete
SLAYS WIFE
would still & enjoying the first flush beaten 2 up and t this, afternoon by The school at Cedar Grove has open JOHN MURPHESON
WHO HAD SHOT A FORMER
Grant Peacock, a Printetortj unv-rr-ed with Miss Willie Day of Missis
of youth. JJfc.;
Jj
o
HUSBAND
sity student, at the first round of the sippi as teacher. Superintendent
Greenwich Country club's invitation
will leave again for the soutrern
WHO PAYS FEES?
Santa Fe, Sept 22. In the federal golf tournament Peacock's feat caus- part of the county on Wednesday, ac
San Francisco, Sept. 22. John
ourt this forenoon, Assistant United ed a sensation.
companied by Mrs. Conway, who re
a billiard hall roper,
Murpheson,
a
turned
last
from
months'
three
Wade
C.
E.
night
argued
Slates Attorney
shot
and
killed
his wife and himself
visit to Oklahoma and Kansais."
the demurrer interposed by Thomas
QUEEN VISITS WOUNDED
a
after
in
a downtown hotel.
quarrel
United
II. C!atra In the case of the
London, Sept. 22. Queen Mary, acMrs. Murpheson gained world notorTROUBULOU3 TIMES
Stales vs. D. F. PanKey, involving the comipanied by the Belgian minister to
Santa Fe, Sept. 22. Anent the at iety by shooting iher divorced husjiayment of $800 surveying fees for the Great Britalni and several of her
band Reese Prosser, on a railroad
K. W. Eaton grant In southern Santa ladies, visited the Belgian refugees tempt of District Attorney E. D. Tltt- train at Libby, Mont, Prosser, an
man
to
'.he
of
close
Sierra
pub
county
Fe county, owned by State Senator in ; Alexander palace this afternoon
automobile salesman, 'had sought a
lio
F.
school
Dr.
at
in
Elephant
Butte,
was
not
represented
Her majesty was much Interested in
Tankey, who
In Seattle two weeks previousdivorce
I.
Given, the county superintendent
the argument. It Is a test case, as the unfortunate people and gave ex
and started for Cleveland, Ohio,
ly
writeB
from
school
Hillsboro
that
the
of
numbers
others, pression to her sympathy. As she en
the grant, like a
census shows 326 mates and 265 fe where he came of a well known fami8 confirmed by congress and not tered the
'
dining hall where a new
ly.l'y" the court of private land 'claims. batch of refugees" had just fcv,rrved, males, of school age at the Elephant
, on
The
woman,intent,
revenge
jRy statute, grants confirmed ; by "the she' was greeted by a wild outburst of 'Butte, besides 40 at Engle, which is
She , was
in the school district. Thus far, he boarded the same train.
f
'of cheeringlatter are charged with
.
says, no legal papers have been serv- tried in Montana for murder and acthe surveying fees, but in the case of
ed upon the scnool district directors, quitted. 'Soon afterwards Mrs. Proscongress confirming' grants, no proviTHE REPUBLICANS ORGANIZE
Difficulty has' also arisen at the Fa-- ser married Lloyd B. Scott, who dision is made for the payment of surDenver, Sept. 22. Xhe republican Ioma
Hot Springs school, a3 the di vorced her ln;19il, at" Bloomlngton,
vey fees although a later act rules that state central committee and party can
rectors
cannot obtain title to land for II. The woman frequently boasted
patent shall not be delivered until dldates today elected Phillip Stewart
a
'school
house as the Springs are on of having killed other men than Prostuch fees are paid. The patent for the of Colorado Springs, chairman. J. F.
a
federal
reservation. The school has ser, but police investigation failed to
Ilfton grant has been in custody of Vivian was chosen secretary, and Mrs,
of 50, while those of substantiate her story.
an
attendance
the surveyor general for 34 years now E. B. Tlmberlake of Sterlina- vice
'
of survey- chairwoman. A committee took action school age number 90. The district
liecause of the
Is a new one and has made a levy of
JOHN KEAN SICK
ing fees.
authorizing the chairman to appoint 15 mills for school
N. J., Sept. 22. The illpurposes.
Elizabeth,
Another case argued by the assistant an active committee to act when the
ness of John Kean, former United
United States attorney, was that of entire committee is not in session.
States senator from New Jersey, was
SMALL VOTE EXPECTED
the United States vs. Clara True, the
22. The absence of a reported In a critical stage today, and
Boston,
on
motion
a
Sept.
for
a
A
argument being
RAILROAD FERRY
that he would recover was given
mere detailed bill of particulars. In
Philadelphia, Sept 22. A big ferry contest for the head of the state tick hope
this case too, the other side was not boat to transfer Florida East Coast et in any of the three parties'led to up. Mr. Kean was stricken early In
represented. Judge Pope overruled railway cars between Key West and tl!e expectation that not more than a July with a;n ailment pf the kidneys.
the motion. However the United Cuba was launched here today. The!tnlra of the voting strength would be
A marriage license was issued by
'Sttates has filed a more detailed bill, vessel was christened the Henry M. represented at today's Massachusetts
.the
county clerk yesterday to Aveniclo
Including the vouchers the payment Flagler by Miss Florence M. Beckwith primaries. Governor David I. Walsh
Varos
of La Concepcion, and Sarlta
wilt
renominated
be
democrats;
Is
which
of St. Augustine, Fla., daughter of
In issue.
bythe
of
of San Agustln.
il Conzalea
the vice president of the railway. It foimer Congressman Samuel W.
will
nominated
be
for
governor
Klaw and Erlanger have made ar- is large enough to. carry 30 cars and
Grace George, under the managerangements to produte "Love Insur- was constructed so as to be easily by the republicans, and JoBeph Walk- ment
of Wlnthrop Ames, Is to sp on
of
the house, by
ance" from the book of the same couver'J into a gunboat or transport er, former speaker
tour
in
"The Truth."
the
in
'case ofwar.
progressives.
name by Earl Derr Blggers.
trana-nlaalo-

TRADER

CLAIM TARIFF LAW

(Continued from Page One)
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Styles in Shoes

Every day sees a
host of pretfy things'
brought in our store
and1 a host seat out
to our customers.

Long VampsPatent
Colt .with cloth top

and

Louis Heels
take the lead
for women. Styles
desirable and styles
btst are here for
still

The new silks, woolen plaid sutings,
trimmings, millinery

-

etc., are beautiful.
We want you to see
them. .

-

PA

Men-Wome-

n

and

Ghildrens.
WE'LL WELCOME
YOU ANY TIME.

US A VISIT

WOMEN'S

5

THE

Store or Quality",

"ONYX."

RUSTPROOF

Mc-Ca-

CORSETS

1

HOSIERY

E.LASVEGAS.

N.Mf

SEPTEMBER
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BASEBALL

OUR MUTUAL GIKL AT

PERSONALS

INSTALLMENT OF CON- TINUED MOVING PICTURE
'" STORY IONIGHT

J. Hunter of Kansas City Is among

yesterda&v

Word has been received that Miss
Helen Nahm, who has been touring
the east for the greater part of a
year, will return to Las Vegas tomorrow.

Tonight at the Mutual theater on
Bridge street will be shown another
installment pf the popular conttuned
story, "Our' Mutual Girl." The synopsis follows: ;
The Tiffany necklace that Mrs.
Knickerbocker gave her niece for a
birthday present was stolen in Chapter 30, by Anni, the German police
d
dog, now turned thief, at the
of her master. It is now the
next morning, Margaret, in her hurry
to keep an appointment with Robert
W. Chambers, the famous author,
dresses quickly and In the very novelty of the necklace, quite forgets its
existence. So she doesn't miss It un
til, as her aunt keeps her waiting, she
bethinks herself of It and goes ba;ck
to her boudoir to have a little peep.
It is gone! Margaret cries out and
brings Mrs. Knickerbocker to her
rooms. At that moment Kid Joseph
is brought to the drawing room and
the two, aunt and niece, are hastily
summoned. For Kid Joseph has
brought' in the white satin case In
which the jewels lay, but the case is
empty.
The Kid has seen something. His
innate hostility to Dunbar and a rather too quick mind have made him certain Dunbar is guirtyJ'i: Kid JojstMi
found the box in the afeaway of Mis.
When he
Knickerbocker's house.
finds out from the two women what
accuses
has happened he instantly
Dunbar of the crime.
Thereupon Margaret determines to
take the matter of catching the thief
into her own hands, Mrs. Knicker
bocker, firm in the belief that her
servants aire honest, starts an inde
pendent investigation and gets a pi'i- vate detective. Margaret goes to police headquarters and learns how to
take and tabulate finger prints.
For on the outside of the box is a
grimy thumb print. Clever as has
been the thief In devising a new way
to Bttal, he allowed himself to make
that one break without which no
criminal ever could be cajight. And
so, when Dunbar calls a little later In
the day, Margaret hearing him accused by Kid Joseph, decides to hold
a finger print party and In this way
traced to JDunbarl
the theft
com-maln-

E. If. Perry, W. L. Herrington and
Fred W. Browne, eastern realty operators, ere In the city looking over
land possibilities in the neighborhood.
Earl Gray, Max Hoover and W. J.
Smith of Rockford, 111., are here on a
brief business visit.
Miss L. Harris of Los Angeles, who
has been visiting
Mr, and Mrs.
Charles Rosenthal for several weeks,
left today for her home.
I. T. Harris of New York city is
stopping at one of the city's hotels.
G. 3. Kenny of Chicago Is in the
city for a few days' business.
A. F. -- Arnold, a business man of
Amarillo, is in Las Vegas for a brief
stay.
G. A. MS., Wlllson, assistant secretary of the Occidental Life Insurance
company of Albuquerque, wals in Las
Vegas today on business. Mr. Will-so- n
has been on a visit to his ranch
near Wagon Mound, where he spent
Sunday. He Bays he Is selling life
insurance .and not real estate, but he
can describe the merits of Wagon
Mound dry farms as eloquently as If
he were trying to sell them. Mr. Wlll-eocays the corn and bean crop raised on the Wagon Mound farms is immense. Mr. Wlllson is on his way
home, where, according td the Albuquerque papers, he is to take a star
part in the Elks' minstrel show.
Mrs. J. F. Swaim and daughter
Marie left this afternoon for Springer,
where they will reside in the future.
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For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.
We have a complete line of foreign and domestic suitings, com-

prising all the latest weaves, and

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHAS. LEWIS
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Jack Laubach

will referee the fight
Thursday evening between Bobby York
This was an
and Pepe Gallegos.

nounced this morning by the promo
g. H, DeGroth has been selected
as one of the timekeepers. The offi
cial announcer will be W. C. Dennis.
The principals in one of the prelim
inaries will be Knockout Martinez and
Western League
Young Aurelio Herrora. Both are
Dmver at Wichita.
The other,
lightweights of promise.
Lineoln at Topeka.
or curtain raising go, has not beeu setOmaha at Des Moines.
tled, but there will be two lively bouts
before the main event.
Both York and Gatlegos are train
ing hard, and as each rounds Into fit
ness It would be hard to foresee whose
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
fight it Is likely to ba. Both boys are
hard, persistent, ibh'.ers, and If
seems to have the edge in sparAmerrcan League
a;ij
general cleverness, York
ring
At St. Louis
R. H. El.
v uld seem to be the stronger. Also,
4
6 1
New York
3
2 he will have several rounds of weight
9
St. Louis
his advantage.
Batteries:
Brown and Sweeney;
and
Agnew.
Hamilton, Baumgardner
Federal League
Chicago at Baltimore.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
Indianapolis at Buffalo.
Kansas City at Brooklyn.
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APPLICATIONS

GERMAN CHARGE CANNED

The Wolff bureau
Berlin, Sept.
says it is reported from Palermo by
the German charge d'affaires at Tangier, that he and the members of his
legation were handed tneir passports
by the Moroccan government on August 19, and forcibly taken on board
thh French cruiser Cassard, which
conveyed them to Palermo. The Wolff
bureau dispatch points out that this
action is a breach of International law,
Flr.ce Tangier is the capital of the International zone In which the diplomatic representatives of the signatory
powers of the Algericas conference
still exercise control. "This arbitrary
act," says the Wolff bureau dispatch.
"was possible only with the consent
of England, in view of the location
of Gibraltar."
22.

ACCUSED OF MURDER
Lincoln, 111., Sept. 22. The trial of

R. II. E.
At Detroit
C
8 12
Boston .
13
2
8
Detroit Batteries:
Foster, Bedient, Shaw
and Thomas, Pratt, Carrigan; Dauss,
Cavat and McKee.

GOVERNOR'S

GRANTED

Santa Fe, Sept. 22. The application
of Mrs. C. M. Stevenson for 1,000 acre
feet from the Rio Grande between
San Ildefonso and Santa Clara, to Irrigate 150 acres on the west bank of
the Rio Grande, was granted today
by State Engineer James A. French.
The water is to supply the
M. C. Stevenson Intake ditch and the
Clara A. True, M. C. Stevenson et al
community ditch. The state engineer
also gave a permit to Oscar Lewis of
Lower Penaaco to change place and
method of diversion for the irrigation
of 21.3 acres in Chaves county.
d

BUSY DAY

Santa Fe, Sopt. 22. Governor Mc
Donald was so occupied with th
board of equalization yesterday that
he found time only to sign two par
dons of reform school occupants and
to appoint the following notaries pub
lic: John E. Koonce of Capitan, Al
fredo Lucero of Santa Cruz and Alexander Ballantyne of Taiban.

PROFESSORS CARRY MAIL
Berlin, Sept. 22. A number of the
older professors of the University o
Gcettlngen are reported to have accepted 'positions as rural letter carriers to relieve the loss of men In this
TO SAVE ART TREASURES
service during the war. Great numBerlin, Sept. 22. The following dis- bers of members of the students' association have gone to the" front Pracpatch from Geneva appears In a numall of the students' "Germania"
'
tically
ber of the German papers: "For three In
Berlin Is in the field. Including
have
extensive
weeks
preparations
een the "alte Herren" or former
been made In the Louvre museum In
treasParis for safeguarding the art
ures there against bombs thrown from
.YEARLY MEETINU OF FRIENDS
Zepp'elfrf balloons. Most of the palnt-Richmond, Ind., Sept. 22. The anIron
In
ings are being packed away
boxes. The "Venus of Milo" and the nual session of the Indiana yearly
"Mona Lisa" were locked up In steel meeting of Friends opened here todays
vaults. The Greek saloon with the and will continue until next Sunday.
masterpieces of Phidias Is laid out en- In a general way the program contirely with bags of sands. The upper forms to those of previous sessions,
stt.rles of the Louvre were cleared of but special interest will be attached
their contents and changed Into a mili- this year to the various reports contary hospital from which now flutters cerning the work of Friends In differthe Red Cross flag. Numerous p. i t ent fields.
Particular importance
ing were removed from the Luxem will be attached to the report ot the
bourg museum to the old Seminalre." American Friends board of foreign.
missions and the yearly meeting comMaude Adams' wlir soon begin her mittee on peace because ot the
war.
tour in "The Legion of Leonora."

Carl - Person, the labor union editor
of Clinton, accused of the murder of
Tony Musser, former chief of police
of Clinton, began here today before
Judge Whitefield or Decatur. The
CHANGED HER NAME
shooting was an outgrowth of the
New
name
York, Sept. 22 The
three-year
'
strike of union shopmen
R. H. E.
At Chicago
Germania was stricken today from
PerIllinois
Central.
the
6 8 1 employed by
Washington .
the list of vessels owned by. the Fabre
1 6 2 son pleads self defense.
Chicago steamship line, a French company.
Batteries: Johnson and Ainsmith;
It was announced that the Germania
MURDEROUS
AEROPLANE
Faiber and Schalto,
would henceforth be known as the
Amsterdam, Sept. 22, (via London).
Hiittanuia. She sails between this
An
of
unknown
aeroplane
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
nationality
.
port and Malrsellles;.
5
0 dropped a bomb in Maesterlcht today,
8
Cleveland near
the
a
Brussels gate, according to
4 10
0
Philadelphia .
BIG LOAN FLOATED
Batteries:
and dispatch received here. No lives were
Bowman, Coumbe
and lost, but a big hole was torn In the
O'Neill; Shawkey, Bressler
New York, Sept. 22. Subscriptions
Sen an g.
ground ; trees wre broken, the to the $100,000,000 New York city loan
doors of a nearby nouse were riddled were closed this
morning and allott-ment- s
and windows for a consilerable dis
National League
were to be made later In the
'
New- - York
R. H. E. tance were shattered. Automobiles day. Foreignsubscribers were to be
6 1.1 1 were sent In pursuit of the air craft, given preference over dealers.
Chicago
The
'
New York
0 7 3 but It disappeared, going south.
the
syndicate sought to distribute
Batteries:
notes as widely as possible, thereby
Vaughn and Archer;
Fromme and Meyers.
Paul Armstrong's melodrama, "The relieving to a great extent any possiEdward Sheldon Is engaged In reGeorge Arllss of "Disraeli" fame,
farce called "It's vising a play by another hand la
Bludgeon," and Chester's "Cordelia ble monetary strain on the local bank- hap written a one-ac- t
;'
At Boston
R. H. E. Blossom" have failed in New York.
which Ethel Barrymore Is to appear.
ing community.
Up to You.''
5
9
1
Pittsburgh
6 9 1
.
Boston Batteries: Harmon, Kelly and Cole
man, Gibson; Rudolph and Whaling.
H

Eo-rcpe-

Ma-quar-

y

'

At Brooklyn
Ri,II. E.
6 10 1
Cincinnati
9
11 1
Broolyn
Batteries: Fittery Schenider, Amee
and Clark; Reulbach and McCarty.
R. H. E
Second Game
2 12 1
Cincinnati .
1 10
1
Brooklyn .
Benton and Gonzales;
Batteries:
Allen and Miller.

;At. Pittsburgh-S-

L,

Every man who takes a sporting chance on
tidy red tin of Prince
Albert tobacco whether it's rolled into a.
makin's cigarette or jammed into a jimmy
V

v
3C

k

'l

-- 513
Louis.
...
Pittsburgh
i
Batteries t 'Cnyidaill and Chapman;
Berger, Dicksoh,,- - Lecllre and Berry.
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help it, because P. A. sure enough is built
to deliver 'em across the plate, one,
two, three!

It's a 100 to 1 shot that P. A. will jolt your system
with iov. Men, today you can smoke your fill, all
day, all night, and Prince Albert won't even make your
tongue tingle! That's just about why men call

fa Tnlo)ll
j
I

.

11

1114

tlie 'natiohal joy smoke

br

R.J. RernoIdiTobaccoC.

RLH.'E.

score

a dime against a

CopyrtitM

i

11

first

R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
11 14 2
Kansas Cltp
3 12 2
Brooklyn Battieries: Packard and Easterly;
Finneran, Marlon, Peters and Owens.

is yours is just like getWhy, to know that everlasting smoke-jo- y
mail
in
the
home
every a. m. Makes
some
from
early
money
ting
whatever
you feel mighty cheery and puts you on the firing line for the
ideal
..
crosses your path. That's
Prince Albert differs from all thef
brands of tobacco because it is
made by an exclusive, patented
process that cuts out the bite
and .the parch and leaves for
' ,1V,
1
'
'i
1 K
you just that delightful r. A.
1
I
flavor and fragrance. And it

f:. .i?

l&7T.r.
......

.... I

.,

m&MMim
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Western League
R. H. E.
At Topeka
Sioux City
. 3 6 1
.4 6 0
Topeka
Batteries: White and Murphy; San- ford and Tonneman.

St. Joseph

SEASONS

$125,000.00

Gal-loji-

At Denver

the best in all

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
Capital and Surplus

ters,

h;

You Will Find

yiUH

National League
Chicago at New York.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn. i,.

'

TAILOR

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
. , Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

KNOWS
LAS VEGAS MAN WHO
BOXING GAME THOROUGHLY
IS SELECTED

A ROW THREATENS
Washington, Sept. 22. Secretary of
the Njvy Daniels today said1 he would
give the Marconi company until ,late
tomorrow to give assurances that it
ol serves the naval neutrality regulations in the operation of the Siascon-set- ,
Mass., wireless station. Mr. Dan
iels Saturday served notlve that un
At Philadelphia
R.H.K
less he received a prompt assurance
6 15 1
that the company would observe the St. Louis
3 13
2
Philadelphia
rules, he would order the Siasconset
Win-go- ;
and
Batteries:
Perritt
Doak,
station closed to all communication.
Tiucup and Bruns.
Counsel for the company reported as
no
would
further
make
sayink they
Federal League
answer to Secretary Daniels" commuBuffalo
At
R.H.El
nications and would resort to the
1 9 1
Buffalo .
courts to determine th 'controversy.
3 9 2
Indianapolis
Batteries:
Kraipp, Moore, Moran,
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
and
Woodman
Lavigne; Kaiserling
Johnny Kilbane vs. Johnny Dundee
and
Raridan.
20 rounds at Vernon, Cal.
;
Frankie Callahan vs. Tommy Mur
R. H.E.
At Baltimore
phy, 10 rounds at Brooklyn..
37 1
Baltimore
Frankie Burns vs. Joe Azevedo, 10
2 10 1
Chicago
rounds at Oakland, Oajl
Batteries: Quinn, Stiggs and Jack-litscPatsy Brannigan vs. Cal Delaney,
Johnson and Block.
10 rounds at Columbus, O.

SUIT

Three Points

FIGHT

YORK-GALLEG-

ANOTHER

the more recent hotel arrivals.
Arthur C. Pick of Philadelphia Is
making a few business calls on the
trade today. .
G. A. Walker, a business man of
San Diego, Cal., Is stopping at a local
hotel.
Ray Reynolds', who has been spending some time at Harvey's, returned

LAUBACH TO REEEREE

American League
Washington at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
New York at St Louis.
Boston at Detroit.

THE MUTUAL THEATER

R. M. Edwards of Encino, N. M, Is
stopping at one of the local hotels.

TODAY

1914.

22,

R. H. E.
8

8

2

5 7 2
Denver
Sterzer and Griffith;
Batteries:
Schreiber, ZamlQch. and Spahr.
H.H. E.
Second Game : ...
R. H. K
St. Joseph. , - ,
.
2 6 2
Denver Batteries: Thomas and Agnew;
Morgan, Harrington and Block.
2 7 3
At Lincoln
1 10
Dee Moines
Batteries: Ehman and Rehor; Mo-;
bridge and Haley.

.
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tastes just as good as that
sounds I Now, you gotoit!
Bay Prince' Albert every-wher- e.
Toppyredbags,Sc;
tidy red tins, 10c; also
handsome pound and half-pou-

nd

humidors.

R. J. REYNOLDS

TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Sale-

N.

C

ma:

;
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BULGARIAN GENERAL SHOT
Rome, Sept. '22, '(via London). A

dispatch from Vienna says that General Radko Dimitrirf, Bulgarian minister at Petrograd, who resigned from
the diplomatic corps of his country
to join the Russian field force, was
fatally wounded In the fighting at
Tomassow.
Keeps Yoyr Liver Healthily Active
A man in Kentucky just told a
friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets
J were
the most wonderful medicine
that bad entered his system. . Said he
would not be without them. ( Neither
would you, if you had ever tried them.
A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
chronic constipation or for an occa- ! sional nuree.
O. a. Kchnefer and Red
vrosa urug aiore. au.
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Job Work
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
fHJI BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT3 HAND LOBS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

MIT

CHAPMAN

ii

COLUMN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. e
A. M. Regular com-

munication first aad
third Thursday in
eech month. VUlUng
brother cordially In
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van
Petten, Secretary.

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meets every
Monday night la
R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cordially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president;
T. Buhler, Secretary: C. H. Bail.
Treasurer. '
KNIGHTS

OF
NO. 804.

COLUMBUS. COUN.
Meet
second and
Garth Tbursdaj in O. R, C. halL
Pioneer building.
ular conclave second
Visiting members
dey In each - month at Ma are cordially Invited. Richard Devlna,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frauk Angel. F. 8.
Smith, E. C; "Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
CIL

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
I
a,x KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-ftO-

JEWELL THIEVES ARRESTED
Sept. 22. After a desper
ate struggle with a squad of police,
three men suspected of betni mem
bers of a gang which last week stole
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN
ADVERjewelry valued at $00,000 from Mrs RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
Nellie Clark of Kankakee, were ar
TISEMENTS
rested here today.
Five cents per line each Iniertlon.
A Lame Back
Kidney Trouble Causes Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
It
No ad to occupy less space than two
And it will give you even worse if lines
All advertisements
charged
not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge, will be booked at space actually set
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on without regard to number ef words.
her back with kidney trouble and In- Cash In advlnce preferred.
flamed bladder. She says: "I took
Foley Kidney Pills and now my back
is stronger than in years, and both
kidney and bladder troubles are entirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red FOR RENT Furnished
housekeeping
Cross Drug store. Adv.
rooms. 721 Fourth.
Chicago,

o

o
o
o
G

SEPTEMBER

I

For Rent

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-natiofirst Monday in each
month at Masonlo Temple
7:30 p. m. P. A. Brlnegar,
p.; F. O. Blood, Secre-- No.
1232 tary.
No.
No.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. No.

vSv3

Oat

Meets every Monday eveninz at
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
brethren cordially Invite, to attend,
J. Frledenstlne, N. Q.; A. T. Rogers
V. a.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
wertz, Treasurer;
V. Hedgoock,
,
cemetery Trustee.
p

Eait Bound
Arrive
7:20
.11:64
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1:25
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p. m
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LOCAL TIME
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FOR RENT Furnished
light
housekeeping

rooms

For YOU! i
elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
you
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and

Rightly
J5h
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Co,

PHONE MAIN 2
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B. P. O. ELK 8 Meeti second and
for
fourth Tuesday evening of each
711
Sixth month Elks" home on NintLj street
6treet
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Judge Owens in the county court
are cordially Invited. Wm. R Springruled that the newly enfranchised
FOR RENT Two
room
furnished
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, S This
voters are entitled to vote, for county
house. 921 Lincoln.
Secretary.
commissioners. Their right to do so has
n
been vigorously opposed.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light KNIGHT
AND LADIES OF SECURfive room unfurnishITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
housekeeping;
-- if
Float
Dizzy Head, Fluttering Heart,
use
ed cottage. Inquire 1118 aNtional W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
Inn Specks
avenue.
first and third Mondays of each
These are signs of kidney and blai
EMPRESS
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
der trouble, You'll have headaches
O. L. Freetoo, backaches and be tired all over. FOR RENT Modern six room house, Ladies always welcome
Rfurnace and range. 600 Washing man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kidton.
Financier; 'Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
ney Pills at once. Your miserable
It
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
sick feeling will be gone. You will
giving you
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
a present for do-in- g
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
Sixth street East Las Vegaa, ML U.
and active again. Try them. O. G.
something
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
FOR SALE 100 head fat steers, 100 L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
do any
'd
Adr.
you
head good stock cattle, 10 head of
fourth
Thursday
evening eaeb
when
way
you
horses. F. J, Wesner, East Las Ve month at W. o. W. hall. Visitlns
PEOPLE LEAVE PARIS
learn
how
New
Much
Mexico.
gas,
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Paris, Sept. 22. Official figures on
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
Better EMPRESS
the census of. Paris within the city
walls' show that there are today in
FLOUR rtclh is.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
the capital 362,454 fewer families than
Made by GER-MA- N
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
there were in 1911. The number of
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
PROCESS
households now in the city is 761,200
The population shows a reduction of LOST One tail light. Las- Vegas and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
ONE COUPON FROM
Motor Car Company.
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
1,026,507 as compared to 1911. This
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
is equal to 65 per cent of the popula
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, LoFIVE
STAMPS
cal Deputy. Visiting members are estion in normal times.
BRINGS YOU THE
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
SPOON
IT 'S
Don't Be Bothering With Couahino.
GENUINE WM
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWI3
Stop it with Foley's Honey and Tar ACCORDEON pleated ruffling done.
ROGERS 4
It spreads a soothing Phone Main 367.
Compound.
Osteopathic Physician
SONS' A A
healing coating s it glides down the
Office Crockett Buildina
STANDARD
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
throat, and tickling hoarseness, and
SILVER
nervous hacking, are quickly healed
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Residence Phone . Main 384
Children love it tastes good and no
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
opiates. A man in Texas walked 15
FRENCH- MONUMENT CO
miles to a drug store to get a bottle
moderate prices
'SREY (STERAlbuquerque, N. "M.
Best you can buy for croup and bron Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
LING) FINISH
215 E. Central
chial coughs. Try It Adv.
Main 381, Residence Phone Main 411
13 Years Practical Experience.
V
ffl. A. JONES
vr RnwiTDi
w
TROUT STILL BITING
BRITONS BUY EQUIPMENT
can be
Santa Fe, Sept 22. That trout are
GEO. H. HUNKER
Richmond, Va., Sept 22. The Brit
pfill plentiful on the upper Pecos, al
tained in thit city (rots
Attorney-at-Lathough the season Is drawing to its ish government today placed an order
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
c'oee, is the report of United States here for 1,000 sets of artillery harness
District Clerk Harry F. Lee, Assistant and 500 cavalry saddles to be ready
Inited States Attorney E. C. Wade for delivery in six weeks. Similar
-and
E. C. Burke upon orders have been placed, it is said,
MOO
their return today from a Sunday fish in Cincinnati. It is understood that
lb, or Mora, Each Oal very
per 1N Chi
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each
.
25a per tH Iks,
ing trip to the upper Pecos. They caalry and artillery mounts are being
Ddlvsry
200'lba to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery .M.w.M.SI par 1N I a.
caught more than 100 trout and had bought in Virginia.
60 Iba, to 20 lbs. Each Dal i very
a good time In addition.
par 1H IM,
Less than 6 Iba, Each Mllvery .
CITROLAX
Me per IN laa,
Users say it is the ideal! perfect
Cost Kept Down Quality Kent Uo
No better medicine could be made laxative drink. Ml J. Perkins. Green
for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness, Bay, Wis., says "I have used Dills.
Harvesters,
torars, aid Distributors at Hataral lee, tte ruffe Ml
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc.. than oils, salts, etc, but were all dlsaeree- Lasting Qualities el Whleh Bare Made La Taiaa raaama.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. able and unsatisfactory. In Cltrolax 1
That's why they cant. Improve the have found the ideal laxative drink."
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
quality, and war or no war, the price For eick headache, sour stomach, lazy
remains the same. No opiates. Don't liver, congested bowels, Citrolax is
take substitutes, for Foley's Honey ideal, o. O. Schaefer and Red Cross
and Tar is the best O. Q. Schaefer Drug Store. Adv.
and Red Cross Drug Store, Adv.
FIND WHAT YOU WANT

SUFFRAGE GAINS POINT
Chicago, Sept. 22. Woman suffrage
gained another victory today when
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AGUA PURA COMPANY

NEW &HIPWAY

DAVENPORT

WILL

STICK

BEGUN

22.

Philadelphia, Sept
Secretary of
the Navy Daniels participated today
in the ceremony of breaking ground
for the new shipway at the Philadel
phia navy yard. Work on the struc
ture, which is expected to develop into another large shipbuilding plant on
the banks of the Delaware, will be
hurried. The first ship built will be
a transport to cost 1,500,00.

Albany, N. Y., Sept 22. Frederick
M. Davenport's name will remain on
tho primary ballot as a progressive
party nominee for governor. Supreme
Court Justice Chester so decided toL. Rath- day in dismissing Walter
bone's suit to have Davenport's name
removed on the ground that many signatures to his nominating petitions
were obtained fraudulently and some
signers had previously signed peti
Colic and Dlarrheoa Cured
tions nominating William Sulzer.
No one who has used the prepara
The justice dismissed the action be tion will doubt the statement of Mrs.
cause, he said, there was Insufficient Jct.Lle Brown, Logansport, Ind., who
time before primary day thoroughly writes. "Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera
to investigate the merits of the issues and Diarrhoea
Remedy has been used
raised. He declared, however, mat by members of my family and
the allegations "threw grave suspl- - for the paat 20 years. For myself
cramps
cien on the validity of the Davenport and summer
complaint It cannot be
(
of at." ror sale bv all dear-- A
uuimauon.

I

WANT ADS
SELL

WHAT YOU DONT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho people to whom among those who
MUi.nr BUi the particular thing is worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to
people who
read the ads In this paper and who never would hear of
your
property unless It were a dvertised here.

.

OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want
(and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used
machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instru.
menta.
(
j
WANT ADS are Inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TUESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

22,

EV

1914.

Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
McCLURE'S

MAGAZINE

HOI

THE WOMEN'S

COMPANION

1

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMA

By placing your subscription

at once, you can begin with the

your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
IP1
TIL OFFICE AND LEME

January issue of the Magazine
CALL

AT

The Daily Optic for one year
The Dally Optic and one
riagazine for one year
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The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic) and one
Hagazine for one year.

$7.00

$750
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$6.00

$6.50
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. TLTSDAY,
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PI AN FOR IRRIGATION CONGRESS
No con-

Calgary, Alberta, ept. 22.
vention held by the International Irrigation congress was ever greeted
Ith more perfect arrangements than
the one about to assemble In this city.
The delegates and visitors exiect to
number nearly 2,000. They will come
from many parta of Canada and the
n
rutted States and from several
countries. Among them will be
representatives 'of commercial organisations. Irrigation and agricultural associations, horticultural and engineering societies, colleges and universities.
Among the subjects that will receive
attention in the papers, addresses and
discussions will be: The enactment of
uniform laws governing Irrigation, the
storing of the floods, the preservation
f the forests,
effort In
the development of Irrigation projects,
the proper safeguarding of Irrigation
meurities, and the elimination by law
of fraud In connection with the locations and sale of land.
for-fiir-

Fancy
Fresh

LUTHER LEAGUE IN SESSION
Faltlmore, Sept. 22. One thousand
enthusiastic young people have rallied in this' city to take part in the
biennial natioual convention of the
I.vther League of America, the sessions of which were opened today and
vill be continued until Friday. The
delegates come largely from the northwest, from Pennsylvania, and from the
south and southwest, In which latter
section the Lutherans have been grow-lu- g
rapidly in numbers of late.
The present meeting promises to be
the most notable In the history of the
league, which held its first national
convention in Pittsburgh in 1895. The
scLeduled speakers Include several
n embers of congress and others of
national prominence. One session of
the meeting will be devoted .to the
consideration of plans to hold a great
meeting of Lutherans In Washington
h
in 1917 In celebration of the four
Marof
birth
the
of
anniversary
tin Luther.
hun-diedt-

First of the Sea?o

STEARNS'

-.-

he City.

OHc Per

of Fancy Stock at

Boz

THE CASH GROCER
AS A SPECIAL INDUCEMENT
F O R.
'

OUR OPENING SALE

We will give you absolutely free your choice of any of the Rockers
shown In our window with EVfcRY PURCHASE of $25.00 or more.

GASH OR CREDIT
MONDAY MORNING,

Oarage.

Adv.

ENDING

3 LBS

Finch's Golden Weadlng Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course; AdT.

for

The Ladles of the Maccabees Sew-in- ?
club will meet with. Mrs. L. Welch,
No. 9 Grand avenue, tomorrow after-rooat 2:30 o'clock. All members
are requested to be present.

Cts.

n

For sale at Cooley's barn, safe,
scales, stove, lap robes and blankets,
clipping machine and all stable equlpAdv.
week
only
nunts, one

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

GREEN TOMATOES
COLORADO

PEACHES

il.

YORK

JOHN

Grocer and Baker

SATURDAY

EVENING.

These Rockers range In pr;ce from $5.00 to $7.50 esch.
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.
Remember everything in this store It NEW and of th
DESIGNS. We have no OLD STOCK to work off.

LATEST

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
"The Store With a Conscience."
PHONE VEGAS 114, 507 SIXTH STREET.

TO MEET IN LIBRARY

Yho Modern Woman

35

YEARS" TIME RENT

petition for an examination Into
the sanity of Rita Lopez has beon filed with the district court, for the pur- M. L. COOLEY'S BARN ON DOUGpose of determining if the said Rita
LAS AVENUE WILL BE USED
Ltpez Is competent to administer her
AS A GARAGE
property. Although Dr. M. F. Des
unMarais had been appointed, It is
M. L. Cooley, who has been in the
derstood that he cannot serve as commissioner, and the court will be asked livery business In Las Vegas continuto appoint some one else.
ously since 1879, will leave in a few
days for El Paso to vtslt his son. Mr.
Rev. Ed-.Ar.derson. rtstor of Cooley is closing out his business and
the First Mo'.holi.sc church, Las been will ship a car of horses to the Texas
returned to Las Vegas for another city. The building on Douglas aveyear by assignment of Dishop Hughes, nue which he has occupied for so
ainnounced at the closing session of many years, is to be taken over by
the Methodist conference at Albu- the Las Vegas "Motor Car company
querque yesterday. Rev. Mr. Ander- and will be used by it as a garage."
In chatting with a representative
son, during the several years he has
been pastor here, ha 4 become a real of The Oiptic this morning Mr. Cooley
part of the community, and Las Vegas said that he had not malde up his
In general, as well as 'the Methodists mind fully as to what line he would
in particular, are glad that he is to pursue upon his return from El Paso.
When asked if he were not going to
return.
retire, he smiled and said, "Not yet."
Las Vegas is his city, says Mr. Cooley,
Tho Woman's Club of Las Vegas will
In.
hold a regular meeting tomorrow af- and is the one town worth living
"I
content
could
be
ir;ot
anywhere
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the ComIs the way he expresses it, "and
mercial club rooms. All members are else,"
return I will try to devise
upon
my
reouestcd to be present promptly, as
some plan for my future. I may say,
transbe
Hislness of Importance is to
will 'not be spent in
actor. Delegates to the meeting of however, that it
the livery business."
the State Federation of Woman's clubs
which will be held this fall In Silver
The registration books are being
City, will be elected.
tent out by the county clerk. They
will be opened on October 3, throughThe board of directors of the Com- out the
county, for the registering of
mercial club will hold a special
the names of the qualified voters who
this evening for the purpose of will be allowed to cast votes in
the
hearing the annual report of Secre- election next November.
tary Leo M. Tipton. The meeting
will be held at 8 o'clock and all memThe district attorney's office has filbers are requested to be present ed a
petition with the district court
promptly at that hour.
asking the recommitment of Nestor
Sena or Pecos to the State Hospital
The Elks are looking forward to a for the Insane.
Sena, who had been
jolly time tonight, when a bunch of an inmate of the institution for some
candidates will be initiated and an time, was released last
April as cured,
informal luncheon will be served. All but has
recently given evidences of
members of the Las Vegas lodge as the return of his affliction
and It Is
well as all visiting Elj?s, are invited considered
to place him
necessary
to be present
again under restraint
o
The replevin suit of Francisco
against Juan de Dios Ortega,
which was heard yesterday in the
court of Justice D. R. Murrap. wais
settled by the litigants after some little argument before the judge.
o
sought to recover a wagon of
the value of $35, which he said belonged To him and was In the possvs-sioof Ortega.

United States Senator T. B. Catron
hss called attention to the civil service examination for the position of
clerk draftsman to be held on October
soAenth, which was announced In The
Optic on Monday. Senator Catron is
informed that there will be three vac
ancies to be filled infSanta Fe In this
office. The position pays $1,200
a
year, and is counted one of the best
in which to make a start 6n the clas"For the Honor or Old Glory," a
sified list.
story of the stars and stripes in
Mexico, will be tho special attraction
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
at the Prowne moving picture theater
letters
remaining uncalled for, for
this evening. The story portrays the
airoctties practiced during the war In the week ending September 19, 1914:
Mr. F. D. Annobel, C. C. M.
Beall,
the sister republic. Through it all
Rosa Duran, J. n. Holliday, Mr.
Jr.,
Is
there
interwoven a clever and inEarl Kennedy, Pablo Lucero, Mr. Ben
teresting romance. The picture will
Mr. Antonio Pacheco, Mrs.
Martinez,
be shown infour jeels.
J. J. Rusby, Miss Laura Vaughn
When calling for the above letters
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
Please ask for "Advertised Letters."
iut
Carriage
Saturday morning.
E. V. LONG, Postmaster.
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
Gar-dun-

FX

knows there is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
Is the cheapest. That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack to-

A.J

day.
,

'

.? y
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At
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V

Reserve Bank

We offer our patrons an especial
guarantee of benefit and security.

QU1T8 LIVERY BUSINESS

Gar-dun-

$z

Slates Federal

United

CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS

).

For Preserving or Table Use.

STARTING

Don't purchase a car until you see
cars
the two new
that will arrive this week at Midway

Sweet
Potatoes

AFTER

"PEACHES
We have a few Boxes

Jersey

A

STORE

-v

NO RIVERMCN TAKEN
other necessities, and the authorities
Perlin, Sept 22. In order to meet are doing their utmost to maintain
the scarcity of experienced men for this service. The only thing lacking,
WILL BE FINE EVENT river and canal traffic, the military it Is said, is the experienced river
authorities have ordered that all river-me- man, so many of whom have gone to
belonging to the Landsturm need war. So far as ships and other shipra declared, there
EXCELLENT MUSICAL PROGRAM not enlist, and a call has been made ping facilities go, it
for old rivermen, who have entered is no handicap.
AT THE HOME OF MRS.
other trades, to return Immediately to
ROBBINS TONIGHT
river work.
Own Johnson's adaptation of his
It Is pointed out that it is of vital
been
Considerable interest has
importance to keep commerce on tho novel, "The Salamander," is to have
aroused in musical circles In Las Ve- inland water routes going, fof the Its first
presentation in Richmond,
gas by the announcement of the pipe transportation of foodstuffs, fuel and Va., October 4.
orj.an recital at the home of Mrs.
John Robbins tonight The entertainment will be given under the auspices
Jefferson Reynolds, President.
of end for the benerit of the Ladies'
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H allot Reynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Guild of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal
church. The program, which was announced Saturday evening, is made up
of musical gems and will be given by
competent musicians. Mrs. Elizabeth
Hanson Bradford of Albuquerque, a
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
singer of statewide reputation, will
appear upon the program. It Js expected the recital will be largely
AS A MEMBER OF THE

20.Adv.

Potatoes in

have the only Real Good

1911.

n

Old Taylor (VhlsRey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Special rates by tho month at El
Poivcnir. Phones Olive 5174 or Main

LARGE ONES FOR FRYING
Srrll ONES FOR STEWING
We

I

'

Theh Plus Ultra class of the First
Methodist Sunday school will meet
tc morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the home of Mrs. John Arbuckle, cor
ner of Columbia avenue and Eighth
street.

SBYS

22,

PIPE ORGAN RECITAL

NEWS

LOCAL

SEPTEMBER

Ask your grocer

for

Pure

Quill Flour.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

fee Dome of the Best of Everything Eatable

PEACHES
SL0O PER BOX
--

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD CO.STORE

n
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UARNISHFm
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Our line of Paints and Varnishes Is very
complete. We handle
v".v.uo,u,
paints. Arcnitects
ouunouumj
.
.
.
!...-..-.
I
.1
Dtram.nr1.K.j. moist on
ima Dnna. we nave
v""j"

'

F'oor Paint.

"

House Paint,
Bath Tub Enamel.

o

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

The board of control of the Carnegie
public library held its annual election
yfsterday, with the result that the officers of the preceding year were retained in office. These are F. O.
Blood, president; Clarence Iden, vice
president; Mrs. John II. York, treasurer, and Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal, secretary. The board decided to rent the
library to the Christian Science church
for use on Wednesday evenings and
Sunday mornings. As the building Is
badly in need of repair it was deemed
advisable to rent It to the Christian
Scientists. The rent money will be
used in making necessary repairs. After this has been accomplished, the
library board will purchase a number
of reference books, of which the Institution is badly in need.

snsaHEasnEBHS

THE CARPENTERS ARE RUSHING

US HARD!
MORE

THE PRESIDENT VOTES
Frinceton, N. J., Sept. 22. President
V, ilson paid a
flying visit to his former home today to vote in the demo
cratic primaries. He was met by only
a small group of Princeton students
and faculty members, as college does
net open until Thursday.
Accompanied by D. C. Grayson and
Professor Stockton Axson and secret
service men, the president went directly to the polling booth In a fire
he use. A small crowd followed him.
A republican was ready to vote and
the president waited for his turn, refuting to allow the other voter to
step aside.
Mr. Wilson was handed a democratic
btllot, and after looking at it for a
moment,
he entered the enclosed
booth and marked it for the renomina-tieof Representative Allan Walsh,
ire also voted for three members of
the general assembly and for sheriff.

Save from 20 to 50 on anything
you may need in furniture and

household goods.
THE OPPORTUNITY WILL NOT BE

FOR LONG

J. C. Johnsen

o
o

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD
Next to Bridge
IF

tr
I

&

Son,

32223325

TEES

AIID TUBES

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK
,1

If r

DONE AT, OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

"

'

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

n

Kill

DID HE
London, Sept 22.

I

HER?

Charles Henry
Weston, formerly of Salem, Mass., Is
in jail at Richmond, a suburb of London, as the result of the death of
his wife, who waa found today irt their
house with her throat cut, and who
died after being taken to a
hospital.
Mrs. Weston, it is alleged by the police, stated before her death that the
wcund had been inflicted by her

:

... ..A .. ...
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Written Guarantee

J

goes with every car to

the

LET US

effect that: IF

the price declines the
buyer will have the
amount of the decl'ne

Clean

refunded.

or Dye
your old

Phone Main 379 fcr a Color Card Free.

NEEDED!

Remodeling Sale
Continues.

MARTINEZ IN TROUBLE

Trinidad Martinez, who conducts a
soioon near the Montezuma hot springs,
appeared before Justice of the Peace
Pablo Ulibarri this morning to answer
two separate charges. He was accused of allowing women to enter his
place of business and buy drinks last
Saturday night, on which charge he
waived examination, and was held over for the action of the grand jury
under a $300 bond. On the other
charge, which was keeping open on
Sunday, he also waived examination
ajiu was held on a $100 bond for tho
,i
grand Jury.

MM

So our Big

Q

be H

Floor Varnishes.
Buggy and Auto Paint
Jap A Lack Varnishes.

Everything in Hardware and Furniture

MONEY PAID BY THEM WILL
GO FOR REPAIRS ON
BUILDING -

Cn AS. ILFELD CO.

Garments.

Agents for The Ford

WE CAN FLEASfc YOU

I PI

)!,

